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.Vre.74-iting. like other professional endeavors, rests upon a founda-.
tion ofaec ImulLed knowledge and artistry of the practitionr. Any artaly,
Sits of the lachine process and the activities of teachers must keep both
knowledgi .nd artistry in mind. Attempts to study classroom practices
;nuts( prUbt into both these levels: general principles that .uncterlie the
ays tit which Warning can occur, and nuances of techniqueimposed by
tat:her -0. student behaviorthat either enhance or deteriorate the instritc-
tional model being implemented. In addition, studies of those unexpected
ernerOut nrocesses that result. when particular practices are carried out
In a ft. htol setting are also in order.

apparent that process variables are the key to understpndin
what goes Ali in school?. In the recent past, educational research stimies
frequently rfiorted that using,method A in the classrodin was more effec-
tive thariiistugmethrd It, or that a comparison of method A and a control
group showd no difference in their effects. Studies of this kind carefully.

0.clescribed t I) the characteristi:s of the student population; (2) the of
teaching variable manipulated , instruction with or without TV, inch-.

'.vIclitalized versus conventional instruction, or a permissive teacher as
v

compared to a more directive teacher); and (3) student outcomes (e.g. ,
achievement or attitude). Conclusions were then drawn about the influ-
ence of this 'intervening teaching variable. Upon reading these accounts,
the nagging question that always came to mind, was: What went'on in the
classroom.' (Wkat were,the proCesses that differentiated TV teaching

0

from teatching without TV, or that distihguished.permissiveness from
direCtive instruction Most 'studies des,eribed the p*Vactices that were
devised for classroom implementation. But, the details of how these

,

practices were carried out were raVely s'o carefully analyzed as student

.1



differences or educational outcomes for which tests were 'tither avallri'.

ble or specially de. eloped. Differences in the degree of implementation....

of the teaching variable that required the design of detailed observati, onal-

procedures were rarely specified and assessed in any precise fashion..

As a eonsequencea Oleie studies, some practical decisions wure made

fur or against the teaching practice involved. but little was learned about

the underlying processes that intervened between student charnpteiisties":',..

and.student outcomes.

The merit of this symposium is its emphasis on fl.: description of

process variables. In their papers, all authors realize that improve-

ments in teaching require cumulative knoWledge based.upon the careful

observation of instructional-learning processes in school. settings. irob0:

a useful culler ibution to cumulative understanding, this knowledge must

have certain characteristics. First, it must be articulated in terms a
generalized conceptual categories that provide a framework for foctising

a
obsevr.ation and analysis. In this way, studies of teaching can develop

richer interconnected theoretical structures than have come nut of ast

studies carried out with few conceptions that are linked to one another.*

A second characteristic of descriptions of school processes is

that they must be treated in context, i.e., related to student ,charac-

teristics, teacher styles, school settings, and different educational'

goals, While teaching processes are widely applicable to the extent
0

that they reflect general principles, their application demands that the

principles be adjusted to the conditions of specific situations. The appli-

cation of a general principle ot. scientific law must always include paratti=

eters relevant the local setting, In their studies of the processes of

teaching and learning, the authors of the papers in this symposium tire

sensitive both to the requirements of generalizability for knowledge

accumulation and of specificity for describing actual practice.

vi



There are several ways to read this symposium. My own recoil,-
mendation ft that the -reader ,tart at tho,end, with the discussants° corn-

,
musts and observations, and then sample the papers according to his
inclinations. I this way, the reader can get a feeling-of the study of
process from the point of view of his interests, whether they focus on

the design of an observational system, observation as a tool for evaluating
the implementation of an instructional model, or observation as a way of

studying emergent social structure in the clitssroom.

The papers in this symposium carry us another step toward a
future in which teaching and evaluation research in education will no

ts longer be isolated collections of classroom studies but will instead be
investigations of classroom processes based upon systematic conceptually
based observational schemes. As a result, groups of studies will relate
to one another, andlha coherent and improved understanding of the processes
at work t classrooms will emerge.

r

vii

. Robert Glaser.
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
November,,, 1973
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U is widely.acknowledged that because of the lack of adequate .tech

nhves, a great number of,,important variab es related to schooling!
instructional and learning processes, as well a earning outcomesare
Often ignored and seldom systematically studied. spitX,f the fact that

In recent years. educators and eductional research rs have been stress-
ing the need to develop techniques that provide informs on for those vari4

ables for whichthe traditional paper and pencil techniques are neithe'r

sufficient nor appropriate; this traditional practice still prevails. The
apers-included in this monograph are examples of research studies .0

designed specifically to meet the urgent need for the development of

alternative techniques in the investigation of variables related to what

goes on in schools.

The papers are proceedings of a symposium, presented at the
Annual Meeting of the American Educational Research Association in

New Orleans, Louisiana, February 1973. The primary purpose of the
symposium was to discuss the role of direct observational techniques in

the study of certain learning outcomes, and of certain learnine and instruc-

tional process variables in school settings. Each study represents a
vnique attempt to apply direct observational techniques to the investiga-

tion of the instructional-learning processes, and to use the observational
data for evaluating and' documenting a wide range of learning outcomes.

The first two papers, each examining a different technique, focus
on how observational techniques are used as an evaluative instrument to

study classroom behaviors across diffuse geographical locations and/or

across different educational programs. Both techniques, originally

designed to assess the degree of implementation of a particular educa-

tional program, were used in Project Follow Through, a nationwide

I .,



program initiated by the United States Office of Education hi 1967. ,The''

program was initiated as an effort to improve the ethication for lowInoOgi

-children. Through the development of innovative educational prograMs

for the first four grades in the American public schools (kindergarten .q:

through grade three), Project F011ow Through attempts tola.ring about

educational reforms in the public schools. The Bank Street College VI:
. se

low Through Program, described in the Ross and Zimiles paperi and

Learning Re' earch and Development Confer (L.R15C) Follow Through. Pro
gram, described in the Leinhardt paper, ,were among the first program S

developed 'Under the federally-sponsored project.

The Differentiated Child Behavior pbservation Sy,stem(DCB),

descsibed in the paper by Ross and Zimiles. was developed toZbtaiti

descriptive information about classroom interactions in order tototripatei.

and differentiate program impacts on students' classroom behavior (cog

nitive. affeztive. physical.). Leinhardt, in "Observation g's a Tool for

lEvaluation and implementation," deals specifically with the use 61' direct -.

observation as a means to monitor the implementation of a-; particular pro.,:.;

gram. Leinhardt uses the observational data to measure and compare

differences end similarities among classrooms using the same inStrue-
..

tional program.

In.the three succeeding papers, the authors report studies designed

td focus on certain instructional-learning behaviors for a particular Our-
c.

pose, other 'than for the evaluation of classroom behavior in a summetive

sense. Wang reports on a study designed to illustrate the use of direct,

observational hniquesyormati,.e evaluation of an instrUctional-

!canting management system developed to implement an individualized

instructional program. Wang specifically emphasizes the application of

observational data to the development and refinement of the instructional

2



,.,tgrog m. vnimron repoxts.on ft., study (ft:signed to investigate the effects

alati oducoational program on individual students for whom certain student,

learning characteristics arc known. Shimron focuses on the use cif obser

vational data to document athavior patterns of ,ihe indinigual student in

classroom learning situation's. The papers by Leininfifdt, Wang. and

Shlmron are related in the sense that they are concerned with the evalu-

ation of certain aspects of the same educational program, the !ADC

..Ifostructional Program. For a brief description of the 1.111)C prograM,

see Appendix A.

tf °mark and'Edelman discuss the application d ethoiogical concepts

and methods to. study the social behavior of young children. The authors

suggest a method. which 'Is well-established in the naturalistic study of

the social behavior of primates, as one way to obtain a broader and- deepe r

study of childreri's concepts of their social world, and their interretatlin-

ship with peers.

The lastiseetion includes remarks by Medley and Resnick who were

clksc uss'anfs for the
tsymposium. The remarks offer critical comments on

the studies reported. and suggest implications for furttler research in

w

It is hoped that this monograph, reporting examples of fruitful use

or direct observational data for studying the instructional-learning processes

and outcomes. will demonstrate the possibility, of and the need for bror.tlen-

ing the base of school evaluation, as weft as the development of a variety

of alternative techniques to investigate and evaluate,certain aspects of

,schooling.

3
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THE DIFFERENTIATED CHILD 'BEHAVIOR
1 ,

OBSERVATIONAL SYSTEM

Sylvia Ross and Herbert Zirniles

'bank Street College of Education

toe

In recent years, researchers have increasingly, sought to .ell'arae.

totrize classroom interactions in a systematic and relatively objective

manner. These efforts 'canlie justified in terms of The need for a tleserip,,

tion of
r
the life experience of the child in the classroom. Although it is

'C

recognized that the classroom constitutes a significant influence on the *

chi)d's development and is a major source of each individual's introduc-

lion and exposure to society, we lack even basic itgormationabciut the

nature and content of classroom interactions. However, a numliier Of .

critical issues have generated these efforts: (I) t e search for gleneraliz-

, able information about teacher effectiveness and c assroom Climate that

could be used both for teacher training and evalua ion purposes, and

(2) the growing discontent with using applied stanc rdized tests for evalu-

ating educational programs. The increasing rec nition of the limitations

of these Tneasures, particularly in reference to assessment of.the-effee-tS.V

1'1' he researcit reported in the present form is-supported by a
grant from the Ford Foundation to the authors, The authors would like
to acknowledge Elizabeth Gilkeson who made substantive contributions
during the development of the DC13; Barbara Biber,.,Margery Franklin,
and Garda Bowman for the valuable suggestions and critical comments
regarding particular,ftspects of the observation system; and Dinah Heller
and Michael, Moss foe:their assistance in supervising the data gath ring
by a team of graduate students.

4
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rederatiy-fulided program on inner-city children's cognitive Montt-Vase
has stimulated search for broader and more encompassing evaluation
and program analysis me,rstires.

Ove strew of th,Lsienr'

The Differentiated Child Behavior Observational SyStem (DC:13) was'

developed und6r the auspices of a Follow Through spoiisor--,

Bank Street College of Education- -a one of a number of self-evaluation

Measures designed to assess the extent' to which ,its own program had
been successfully implemented. The Bank Street sponsorship of Follow
Through classes n 14 communitles_in the United States involves the imple-,
mentation in Inner-city ptiblic school classroom§ of a "developmental-

.

interaction,", open-classroom approach (see Shapllo & Biber., 1972)

developed and applied over many decades in the CoOege's School for
Children.

The. complexity of life in the inforpT1 or open classroom makes
recording of all relevant information difficult. The term "relevant"%useci

in this context defines the extent to which choices are'made.on the basis
4.1

of value, or cf judgments as to,which behaviors will trovide criterion-,
measures of children's ciassroOm behavior. The content of the DCB

instruMents reflects a set of assumptions anti values utiderlying the Bank

Street approach (Gilkeson, 1970), with "competence . . . conceived
eunctiorfally in terms of how the individual interacts with the challenges,
the people and the work of his environment" (Biber, Shapiro, & Wickens,
1971). It reflects an attempt to\delineate a comprehensive and

detailed roster of typical classroom interactions. The basic assumption

underlying the design of the DCB is that children's behavior (cognitive,

affective, social, and physicar) reflects the attitudes, values, and cur-
')riculum fttci of the classroom instructional team.

5
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the Open Classroom versus the Traditional Clas4room

low are, the differences between an sewn and traditional clastiroOtri'4::'

reflected Ill children's interactional behavior- ' What.it the.effect of

Informal spatial arrangements a,nd greater teacher and pupitmobilityetri

the quantity and quality of classroom interactwns Does an; woperi, '

independence-fostering, child-centered environment, that stippetpily I

encourages self - expression. produce a greater incidence *of destructive,

actkpg-out beht vior than a setting which has:a high degree of control as

0

one of its major practices" Does the attempt to integrate and balance

cognitive, affecte, aesthetic. and social learning experiences result

in less cpgni4veinvolvement than that found in traditional settings where

atladenric...1caraing is the primary objective '

The Relation of SES and Ethnicity: to Program Patterns

To what extent does the SES and ethnicity of a school population

affect quantity and quality of classroom interactions', How does the

o behavioof the inner-city child in the open classroom differ from is/
.

behaviiir in a traditional setting- How does the behavior of theOw

income child differ from that of the iddle-ciasz child in el-014 setting?
,

.41

The Observational Sx.stem

The DCli is used "live" in the classroom.' Data' are gathered by

trained observers who encode children's interaet&inaCtiehaviors on timed

and change -of- behavior bases. One of the distinctiVe features of this

system is its emphasis on the substantive aspects of children's Inter-

actions! it provides data regarding the content as well as the source and

direction of each entry. in,addition; unlit( many previously designed

observational approaches, it in cOrptqates a number of procedure's that

6
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are applicable both to informal, open classes as wel.1,14 to morotradi-

ttona4 settings. The observational system includes- twoinstruments: the
DC and the ClassrooM Scan. (See Appendix B.)

.

/1.e DCB Form-has been designed to provide quantitative and quail-.

tatIviclata regarding ei.ildren',.s verbal and nonverbal classroom behav-
lorsif The focu (whether in observatio'ns of small,. large, or total group)
Is

/
dn ale' number of occurrences of specified behaviors as well as on the

nahtre. of the i nt eraction in cash instance, i.e., child-to-child, child-to-
/welulc, to or by self; adult - elicited or child-initiated; individual or choral

resp nse. The referent shad's sex is also indicated in each instance.

/ The six major behavioral categories of the DCB are: Giv s Infor-
mation, Ask:. Questions, Expresses, Acts. Destructively. Org zes and
Manages, and Represents and Symbolizes. Each of these sixs tegories
Vehicles from six to nine subcalegories that are designed to id ntify spe-
cific behaviors within ealh general category. 2

The first two categories, "Gives Information" and 'I'Ask's Questions,"
:-

are primarily concerned with verbal behaviors in the cognitive domain.

The subcategories subsumed under these headings 'have, to some extent,
been ordered according to their complexity.

Categoryves Information"

Subcategory I: Identity- Situation includes factual information

regarding personal events ("I got a puppy for my birthday") and' labeling

withoUt further descriptive or differentiating detail's,

L This presentation is limited to the most salient points of defini-
tion. A comprehensive listing of examples for each subcategory com-
ponent is presented in the Observer's Manual.

7



Subcategory 2: Prediction, Plan includes thochild's guess or

hunch ("I'll bet there's a frog in the& jar").and projections of future pla-nS'

("TOmorrow I'm bringing all the stones I collected and"I'm going to start

labeling them for our science table").

Subcategory 3: Function, Process,.Instructiods includesinforrn4,-.,

.tion regarding the functions of certain ,items ("The thermometer is to so

how hot the water is"), how things work ("When you strike the key,'it
t

pushes the lever"), and how to,6arry out a task or play a game ("The

double checker can mqkre either way").

Subcategory 4:/Differentiating Properties covers a wide range of..

descriptive stateme is regarding sensory dualities such as color and tex-

ture and defining haracteristigs, e.g., size, form, for quantity (;'There

are 10 fish in the tank").'

'Subcategory 5: Relationships deals with comparisonj ("It's the

same color as the moss") as well as with temporal, spatial, or ordinal

relations ("There are 60 seconds in a minute").

Subcategory 6: Category, Class includes behaviors in which

tgroup membership is identified (1vIold is a kind of plant").

Subcategory 7: Causal Reasoning, Problem Solving includes, an

attempt to explain why things happen the way they do ("It'sheayier than

water; that's why it sinks"), and a solution to an identified pro6lem

("What we need are some railings so the cars won't go off").

Category H: "Asks Questions"

The ,subcategories in Category 11 are the interrogative parallels of.

those described above for Category I. For example, if the child points

ro an object asking "What's that'," it would be entered in Category II,'

8



Subcategory I, Identity-Situation; the question "Which is bigger?" would

be entered in Subcategory 5, Relationships. s. Subcategory 7, Causal Rea-
soning, Problem Solving includes the child's inquiries re'garding the under,-

lying cause of natural phenomena ("What 'iriakes the lightning?") or an

observed event ("Why do some things stay on top of the water and not
others?").

Category III: "Expresses"

Category III includes both verbal and nonverbal behaviors that are

primarily affective in content, i.e., expressions` of feelings and attitudes
(negative as well as positive) and of preferences and needs.

Subcategory" 1: Routine Needs refers toetbehaviors such as pencil

sharpening or taking a drink of water.

.Subcategory 2: Needs - Social/Physical includes complaints

("Your paper is taking' too much room"; "My knee hurts where I bumped

it"), and requests ("Move over so I can see").

Subcategory 3: Needs - Task Related includes general requests 9
t

for assistance, materials, or equipmerit ("We need stuff for a collage"),
and requests for approval or recognition of one's own work.

Subcategory 4: Preferences and Desires includes responses
given within the,context of explicit choice asiwell as more general expres-

sions of individual preferences ("I hope we have tuna for lunch").

Subcategory 5: Feelings, Attitudes, OpinionS includes negative

as well as positive expression ("I hate cleaning up"), and beliefs ("Girls
are smarter than boys").

Subcategory 6: Interest in Anothat's Attitudes or Opinions includes

questions such as "What's your favorite progrAm'" and "Do you like to
go to gym')"

9
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Subcategory 7: Affection, Warmth, Humor includes nonverbal
behaviors (child strokes rabbit gently) as well as verbal statements inch-

..

eating positive relationship with another ("We're best friends, tight' ? ")j

good-natured joint laughter, and sharing "joke" with pleasure evidenced

by all concerned.

Subcategory 8i, Concern for Othe(s includes nonverbal behavioU

showing willingness to help or 'share as well as verbal statements or ques

tions indicating support of another's efforts, or consideration for a.nothett.

feelings and well-being ("You can have some of mine").

Subcategory 91 Unwillingness to Help or Share,includ.es negative

responses to requests for help ("Go get it yOursel") or for sharinkbelon4-

trigs, materials, or equipment ("Don't give them any; they're just.for

us").

Category IV: "Behaves Destructively"

Category IV is rigorously defined to refer to behaviors in which

there is direct evidence of physical abuse or threat of physical abuse.

Subcategory I: Verbal - Initiates includes threats of physical

abuse as well as extreme taunting, derisive behavior ("You're the

stupidest one. in the class; you never 'know any of the answers, dumb-

durnb").

Subcategory 2 Verbal Defense refers to retaliatory threats ("If

you do that, I'll punch you right back").

Subcategory 3: PhVsical - initiates is limited to those overt behav-

iors that appear intended to cause injury.

Subcategory 4: Physical Defense is limited to retaliatory behav-

iors that appear intended to cause injury.

10
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Subcategory .5: Takes Other's Belongings Is limited to overt behav-
iors that appear intended to be destructive.

SttOcategOry 6: Destrdys Another's Work, same as Subcategory 5,
° above.

Subcategory 7: Abuses Material and Equipment, same as Bubcate-
'gory 5, above.

Subcategory 8: Challenges Established Classroom Rules includes

negative responses by child to reminders regarding established class-
.oom limits and expectations.

Category V: "Organizes and Mantles"

Category V represents the attempt to assess the extent of child
autonomy evidenced in the classroom.

Subcategory. h Records Choice of Task (on bulletin or blackboard).

Subcategory 2: Suglests Task or Activity ("Let's play with the
blocks").

Subcategory 3: Initiates Task (Child goes to an easel and starts to
paint).

ubcategory 4: Commands Directs refers to managerial rather
than instructional behaviors ("Oct the blocks").

SubcateeryALhitiates Attentional Focus refers to a situation
.e/h.ere the child enthusiastically calls attention to an event or feature that

he belteves is of general interest ("Hey, look at the plant; there's another
green thing coming out"). It should be noted that calling attention to

one's own work would be entered in Category III, Subcategory 3: Needs

Task Aelated.



Subcate otgSeeks Answers requires some evidencethat a goes

tion hos been raised and a possible resource identified ("Let's look.at the

chartft tells you how much you need").

$ ubcategory 7: Selects Materials refers to the selection of materiA

als and equipment from the cabinet or shelf where they are stored.

Subcategory 8: Replaces Materials, the child returns Material and:

equipment, as above.

Subcategory 9: Straightens UpLArork Area includes behaviors sueli 0
thi,opping\up spills or picking up puzzle pieces that have fallen onto the

floor.

ory 10: to Resolve Conflict refers to an attempt

by the child to reduce conflict by blarifying a situation ("We didn't mean

to knock 4 over; it was an accident").or an attempt to settle a dispute bi,
,compromise. ("Since they won't let us ipake it longer over there, we'll.

make it long over here").

Category VI: "Represents and Symbolizes"

Category VI focuses on the child's aesthetic and imaginative express-

sions as well as symbolic interactions.

Subcategory Structures Dramatic Episode includes behaviors

relating to dramatic play in which the'cbild may assign roles and give

directions ("Let's pretend this is the bus and I'll be the driver").

Subcategory 2: Elaborates Dramatic Episode inclUdes role.playing

and use of objects to represent other things.

Subcategory 3: Makes Descriptive Comparisons includes the use

of figures of speech or idiosyncratic modes of description ("I feel cold

like a butterfly"--shivering child).

12
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$4bcategoryA: IrnprovisesSound refers to play with syllables, ini-
tial consona4s, words, or tapped out rhythms, etc.

Subcategory 5: Makes up Story, Song, Poem includes child's crea-
%live expressions whether in the form of story, song, poem, or dance.

Subcategory 6: Tells Familiar Story may also include the sharing
of a riddle or familiar song, or part of a TV show.

Subcategory 7: Narrates Sequen4 of Events refers to both personal
and historical events.

Subcategory 8: Shares Symbolic Experience refers to sharing pleas-
ure in a book or picture with emphasis on the content.

Subsst2112iy. 9: Decodes/Pronounces (for practice) is limited to a

more routine type of reading out loud to another as part of skill practice
with emphasis on decoding practice.

A single DCB Form is used for each five-minute interval of obser-
vational recording with a total of.12 DCB Forms used for one day of
observation. The observations follow a systematic course that is designed

to provide representative samples of the behaviors of all the children in
the classroom as they are observed in groups of various sizes and par-
ticipating in ongoing activities with and without adult intervention. Activi-

ty, grouping, and adult role are indicated for each DCB Form.

At the end of each five-minute observation period, the observer
completes a brief rating scale indicating the extent to which coded entries

were activity-related and the degree of task persistence encountered.

The Classroom Scan provides a measure of the behavior of each

child in the classroom during each of six time samples during the day

(i.e., whether involved in an activity, observing, involved in a social-
physical interaction, destructive act, or showing "no observable focu." ).

13
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ft also provides for a description of the number and kinds of all ongoing

activities and groupings, identifying adult role, if any (i.e., supporting.

or directing), in relation to each group. The activities a re further

described as to the perceptual modes involved, degree of abstraction,

and dimensionality. Each scan is administered immediately after a set

of two DCB Forms has been completed with a total of six scans fbr each

day of observation.

Overview of Previous Findings

Preliminary work with th'e DC13 was based on three gratips of ele=

mentary school children age five through eight. The first group was

drawn from the Bank Street School for Children, which has an open-

classroom approach, and consisted primarily of middle-class Chikdren.

The second' group came from the Bank Stredt Follow Through classes in

inner-city public schools--also with an open-classroom approach. The

third group of children attended non-Follow Through inner-city public

schools with a traditional classroom approach. Thus, three distinct

reference points were provided for examining the DCB data.

,e, )
. Results
)

, The results are summarized in Table I. Substantial differences

wer3 found among the three groups from which data were drawn. The

Bank Street School for Children classrooms totaled twice the number of

interactions found in the traditional public school classes, the number of

interactions in the Follow Through group was closer to, the number in

Bank Street School rather than in the non-Follow Through group, showing

60 percent more entries than the traditional classes (p < .01). The total

nurnber of children's interactions recorded in each setting provided one

means to describe a classroom'environment along a passive-active

14
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continuum. In these results, the' Bank Street School for Children repre-
sents one polarity--"very active"--and the traditional publit school
classes represent another--"least active" or "passive"--with the Fo 1100.P

Tlirough classes notably more active than passive; the traditional public.,
school classes were more passive.

it should be emphasix&I that although this analysis is limited to a
rneasur.e of interactional behaviors, there is no assumption that noninter=
actional behaviors, e.g., the child reading or writing by himself, are
either passive or nonproductive. However, since observers sought to

record children's behaviors in those situations that fostered interactio,
the results would appear to reflect the general level of interaction pessi4i

ble within a given classroom. We May concludfrom the sharp differ-
ences in the total scores that the children in the traditional classes
either far less active, or were engaged in tasks that provided less otipor
tunity for interactions.

in all three types of classrooms; the most frequent interaction was
that described as giving information, i.e., Category I: Cojnitive Domaine

The traditional public school classes showed. by far the fewest ofthe .

higher-order cognitive interactions. The Bank Street Follow Through,

Program had more than twice the number of higher-order cognitive inter. I

actions (p < .01) and the Bank Street School for Childr_en had almost three
0 .

The second cognitive category, that concerned with asking questions,
occurred much less frequently. When examined on a proportional basis,.
differences among school groups were even more massive than those

found with regard to giving information. The children in the Bank Street
Follow Through elasies asked more thanlotir times as many questions
as the children in the traditional public school classes, and the. Bank
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Street School children were found to ask questions more than five tifildS
a11 often as these in Follow Through and the traditional public school

. 01 p < :001, respectively).

The second most frequent category of behavior recorded by our
system was that concerned with. the expressiveness of children (Category
11:1). The Bank Street Follow Through groups and the Bank Street School
classes showed approximately equal amounts of expressive behavior, but
both frequencies were almost twice that found in the traditional public
school classes (p < .04, p <. 01, respectively). When examined on a
aroportlonal basis differences among the three school groups' in °mires,
sive interactions were .relatively small, especially when compared to the
large differences foundItmong the school groups in cognitive interactions.

Anothr interactive category that yielde,i1 large differences among
41,

the school groups was that concerned with autonomous behavior (Cate-
gory V). fy far the least amount of autonomous behavior was shown by
the traditimal public school groups. Those enrolled in the Bank Street
Follow Thiough Program showed almost three times as many such behav-
iors, what the Bank Street. School children showed more than twice as
many auto ornous behaviors than the Bank Street Follow Through children
and more than six times as many autonomous behaviors than the traditional
public sciool children (p (.01).

Among our most surprising findings was the low incidence of destruc-
tive behavior found in all three groups.3 The fssgest difference was be-
tween tie Bank Street School and the two public school groups (p < .01);

.4.\43Tlc incidence of such behaviors is reflected by the following mean 1

total fretuencies for the three groups: Bank Street bchool = 1.9, Follow
Through= 10, and Comparison = 10.

17
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there were five times the number of destructive interactions in both the

Bank Street Follow Througli classes and in the traditional public school

classes. However, when these findings are considered in relatibil to the

proportion of total behaviors represented by each group's score, the rium

ber of destructive acts in Follow Through actually represents a conAidera-

bly smaller proportion of its total behaviors than does the traditional

group's similar score.

Although the number of-adult-elicited behaviors was simile.r in the

three groups, there was a far greater number of child - initiates behaviors

In the Follow Through and l3ank Street School groups than in de tradi-

tion d classes (p . 601). However, those in the Bank Street Fehool

showed more child-Initiated child-to-adult behaviors than did hose

either in low Through or the traditional public school classes.

.00'
In sum, our preliminary data indicate that the DC13 shows- promise

of contributing to a body of information that will ultimately deicribe the

"ecology of the 'classroom. In spite of the dramatic differences bZiass-

room management and teaching styles in our sample, a number of uni-

form patterns of classroom interaction were observed. The nicst fre-

quent category of classroom interaction, in all cases, was that cf giving

Information. This form of cognitive interaction occurred most dten.

According to our method of categorizing classroom interaction, tie

second most frequent foryp.of interaction was that concerned withexpres-
-
sive behavior. In all of the schools we studied, destructive behavior was

found to occur relatively infrequently among the children's interactions.

The most striking differences found among the groups were in theiotal

amount of interaction observed, the amount of conceptually-basedinfor.

:nation exchanged, the amount of questioning and autonomous behavior.
. ,

and the amount of child-initiated behavior.

18



Although the Follow Through classes were more like the traditional

. public school classes than the Bank Street School In terims of the S. ES

15ackgtiounds and school settings,.the DCB findings indicate that the chil-

dren's interactions in Bank Street Follow Through classes were more
like those in'the Bank Street School classes than' those of the traditional

public school. 1' should be pointed out that the Follow Through dosses

did not all manifest identical. patterns, but could be identified along a eon-
...timuum, with some classes showing patterns very similar to those of the

Batik 'Street School and some showing patterns closer to those of the tra-
ditional public school.

It should also be notjd that the DCB records and describes what

the observer focuses upon, and thereby captures the quality of interaction

that OcCUtS, but does not report the number of activities that are taking

place at the sakne time.. ComprehensiVe coverage of 'Classroom' transac--

Lions is prov,i4d by supplementary observations using the Classroom

Scan, which yields a detailed description of all activity-groupings occur-
ring at six time periods throughout the day.

Curretit Work.

Current Work on the DCB is concerned with refining the coding

procedures and expanding their coverage; cross-validating the previous,

findingstwith a now set of equally varied classrooms and extending the

comparative study of classrooms to subcategory descriptions as well;

examining the path of change in the data recorded by the DCB during the

course of the academic year (patterns of classroom interaction obtained
from DC 3s in the fall will be compareq.with those revealed in the spring);

determAng the degree of relationship between DCB scores and an assess-
ment of teacher.,behavior (an independent assessment clf teaching behavior -

will be related to classroom interaction data obtained from the DCB); and

25
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assessing the reliability of DCB scores by comparing data from two

ferent observers who observe in the same classroom during, the same

time period, wiiti data based on observations by the same observer on

different days. Although previous work with the DCB indicates that it is

sufficiently reliable to differentiate shdrply among different types of «

classrooMA, it is essential to estimate the magnitude of error attributable .
to variation among different observers and to day -to -day variation within

the lame classroom and the same observer.

The foregoing discussion bas described in summary fashion one

effort to at a method for observing and recording children's infer-
action In the classroom. DCB data may serve either as the independent
variable or the dependent variable in an educational experiment because

r.
they desc.ribe phenomena that mediate between the educational stimulus

and its internalized impact upon children. The DCB. data serve as koth

an index of the quality of educat%nal intervention experienced by a class-

rloom of children and as an indicator of the kind of influence a particillar

fdrm of educational intervention is likely to have upon its participants.

20
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OBSERVATION AS A TOOL FOR EVALUATION

OF IMPLEMENTATION'

Gaea Le.inhardt

Learning Research and Development Center

'University of 'Pittsburgh

Ea

,_In the United. States in the past 15 years theie,has been a marked

effort to. improve education at all levels with specialemphasis at the

9reschoo1 and elementary grades. This effort has resulted, in a pro-

liferation of new subjep matter sequences as well as more global edt.

cational alternatives such as the "open classroom:" The question now

7being raised is whether or not the programs have been successful; that

is, requests are being made to evaluate the effects of giucational innO-
.

vatinn. The form which the evaluations take has been largely a function

of the nature,of the innovations. Innovations which focus on the process

of Qducation tend to emphasize classroom descriptions of attitude, cli-
,

mate, and interaction patterns; while innovations which focus on aca-

demic improvement tend to emphasize positive changes in standardized

subject matter tests.

Vas paper presents information which can broaden the interpre-
.

tatioh and utility of outcome measures on standardized tests. the

'The research reported herein was supported in part by a grant
from the United States. Office of Education to the Learning Research and
Development Center. The opinions expressed do not necessarily reflect
the position or policy of the Office of Education and no official endorse,
merit should be inferred.
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.purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the need for and means of
-

evaluating implementation of educational innovations. It presents infor-

mation which can broaden the interpretation and use of outcome measures

on.standardized tests. Measures of implementation can both clarify the

nature of the educational process and demonstrate the relationship Of

that processto observed achievement. Several assumptions are made.

. First, educational. innovations need to be evaluated not only for the.

obvioUs economic reasons, but also in order to provide clearer insight

Into areas which need improvement. Second, the reporting of educational

outcomes without relating the outcomes to the innovative process does

not constitute a meaningful evaluation. Third, an appropriate way to

evaluate educational innovations is"to measure both input or antecedent

variables and process or transaction variables, and to use those measures'
to explain or predict outcomes (Stufflebeam, 1971; Stake, 1967; and

Cooly, 1971). The main body of this paper is concerned with indicating
F.

what typo-bf, information is useful for measuring implementation variables

and-liow to assure that those measures will be credible.

Setting

The Learning Research and Development Center (LRDC) is cur-

rently involved in evaluating its educational program in the Follow

Th.rough Schools. I,RDC is one of 22 sponsorsoin the nationwide Follow

'Through program. The Learning Research and Development Center's

Instructional Model (see Appendix A) is pre:ent in seven Follow Through

sites in kindergarten through third grades; each site consists of from

two to seven schools. The evaluation effort described here focuses on the

second grade classrooms at four established sites, those sites which have

had the program at least one year. The input data, which described the

entering aptitude of students, consist of the i.orge- Thorndike Cognitive

23
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Abilities Test, a general abilities test. The output data consist.of

ures on the Wide kange Achievement Test (WRAT). The data for irnple

mantation consist of descriptions and measures of the various dimensiont

of the clantroom obtained from an instrument which was specifically

designed for that purpose.

All .investigations which take place in a natural setting have some

unique- restrictions and advantages associated with them. The advan-

tages are the tremendously increased credibility and generalizability

the information obtained. Clearly, if one can.clemon,trate that a pro-

gram can be implemented and that the implementation improveS-perfortn

ance in such widely differing settings as Follow Through, one has built.

a very strong case for the program. The disadvantages, however; arc

also very great; they focus on the following three areas: the geographic

location of the class-rooms (they are widely disperse+nationally); the

staffing at each site (it varies'in terms of the availability and willing=
.

ness of its members to engage in evaluation activities); and thu -record

keeping process (no permanent or consistent records, of testing and
tatpi;esr ript ion are normally kept).

The DevekTment of an Implementation Instrument

Figure I shows the sequence by which an instrument for measuring

the implementation of the 1..12DC Instructional Program was developed

and tried out. I virw the steps aos rcessary and sufficient for thd develop

meat of an implementation instrument; however, I do not view the as a

unique solution to the problem of such development. The diagranyks

read in the traditional manner and will not be discussed in detail, bilt

it will be referred to throughout the paper.
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The first four steps in the figure generated specific information
about the ',ROC program and about the underlying theories of education

on which the model was built. The discussions with developers and

imp! c lentOrs brought out the concern that while the measures might be

restriCted to the unique aspects of LRDC's program, the domains.of the
variables tapped should be generalizable to a variety of educational set-

titigs. Stated somewhat differently, the specific measures are neste.d
within variables (potentially measurable in diverse ways) which in turn

are nested within fundamental domains of concern. The following list of

the variables that need to be measured emerged from observing class
rooms, discussing the program with developers and implementors, and
examining the literature: the context variables of each clasSroom, the
allocation or time, the allocation of space, the assignment and measure-

ment procedures. classroom management, and student independence.
Measures of these variables should serve the following functions: 11)

provide descriptive information about the field sites using the 1_,RDC pro-

gram;(2) provide a basis for comparing the laboratory and field schools;

(3) provide a basis for comparing the model-and the field;,and (4) pro-
vide an explanation of output variance not accounted for by input measures,

The Instrument

After six major revisions of trial instruments, a field reading
version was developed. That is, steps 1-15 on Figure 1 were cycled
(Ii rough appeoximately six times before an instrument which could be

used in 11w field was developed. Following the field test cif this instru-

ment. a final version was developed incorporating minor revisions Which
arose from the feedback of the field tester (Step 191. The instrument

itself, the nature of instruction. content validation, and the training pro-

gram for its use are presented elsewhere Ilbeinherdt, 19721. The
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instrument covers four /*jor areas: background, prescription, testing,

and teacher interactions, which will each be discussed briefly.

Dackvetinci. The first four questions on the instrument provide

backgroundinformation on the classroom; the number of boys and girls
t

involved: the number of children who are presented on the clay of obser-

vation).the number of years the teacher has been using PEPIPI; the age

range of the class; the sire of the class in square 'feet (transformed into

the number of square feet per child), and the allocation of time and

space for exploratory. (See Appendix C.)

Prescription. The next area on the instrument concerns i.rescrip-

(ion information (see Appendix C). Question';a on the instrument asks the

observer to list all of the IPI Math or Quantification assignments written

on each child's prescription shet on the day of the observation. The

,information is obtained by looking at each child's ticket (sheet) or folder

and recording the most recent list of assignments. The question'was

coded in a manner which would yield information about the uniqueness of

the list of assignments obtained. A ratio of unique assignments (dif-

ferent by units and levels) over total assignment was formed, giving a

single measure of uniqueness for the classroom.

Testing. The next domain is testing. To gather some information

about the procedures being used, question 5b asks the individual to list

the dates of the last time a child was tested in an!, way in math (IPI or

PEP). Forfeach date listed. the number of school days from that date to

the date of observation is counted, coding the date of observation as zero-

and skipping weekends. To gain infor-lation about the time between testings,

the average number of clays between testing were obtained from the same

prescription sheets used in ;a or from the teacher's testing data he,

Quantification. Testing is being viewed here as an opportunity for the

27



teacher to use information about the students' performance to alter the

assignments given to them.
\,

The major function of testing is to accurately place and then

for the progress of the child in the curriculum. From the testing infor

mation, prescriptions for the daily activities of the child are written

which in turn affect the rate of progress through the currieulum (Olaser,.,

1968). One of the aspects of testing which is assumed to be inwo:Ltant
... 7

for an individualized program is that it occurs at regular enough inter

vals to provide accurate information about the changing curricular 'lees,'

of the child. Unfortunately, regular intervals are not defined anywhere

in the literature about implementing the LRDC program. However, from,

discussing the problem with program developers, there was a consensu

that a reasonable time 1?..p/se between tests ranged from five to ten days;

a sne-week lapse kvas/reasonable while a three-week lapse was unrea-

sonable.

t Teacher Inter'actions. In any individualized program, a great

deal of the success or failure is dependent upon the teacher's inter

actions with the students. The teaches is the one who sets the erne or

atmosphere of individualization. If his/her actions convey a ense of
,..

'group rather than individual treatment,-then the effort to individualize_ --
will have failed in a fundamental way. Question 6 attempt's to tap some

of the relevant information about teacher and student interactions. The

leacher's and aide's interactions were observed during the time of day

when prescription work was done. Measures obtained from the sixth

question were: (I) the frequency of contact, (,2) the content of the con-

tact (i. e. , what information is being transmitted from the teacher to the
<,

child in terms of intellectual and affective communications), and (3) the

distribution of contacts or the way in which the teacher allocates her

attention among the students.

28
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frequency, and content of the teacher's contacts

arc measured by observing the teacher for 15 or 20 minutes while (s)he

is traveling. During the observation, every separate interaction with

a child is coded and placed in one of six cells. on a sheet, depending on

where the child to whom the interaction was directed was located (see

Appendix C).. The cells correspond to areas of the classroom; the num-1

bet of children located in each cell is recorded. From this system of

observation, one can obtain measures of frequency-and distribution over

the class of contacts made. The content of the teacher's statement was

coded as; gene ral posit ive. gene rat negative. management, positive

management, negative management, cognitive or subject matter oriented,

positive cognitive. negative cognitive, management cognitive, positive or

negative management c ognitive (Leinhardt, 1972), While these categories

do not cover all of the nuances of a teacher's behavior, they are the

minimal ones that describe behaviors important to children's learning

(Reynolds, Light, & Mueller, 1971),

The coding of the observation section is complex; therefore, the

measure will be underlined, followed by a brief description of the coding

procedures. Total frequency was coded by counting the total number or

contacts made for the entire observation time (15 to 20 minutes). and

includes: management, cognitive, checkoff, cognitive,management,

unattached positive or negatives, and any uncodeable X's, The fro a=
ftLs(2gLv1t1Vesr was obtained by counting all cognitives plus cognitive

managements for the entire observation period. The freqoency of manako-

ments was obtained by counting all other contacts made. Thus, frequency

of management plus frequency of cognitives equals iota! cequency. The

percentage of negative contacts was obtained by adding ail negatively

coded contacts (negatives, negative management, negative cognitive,

negative cognitive-management) and dividing that by the total number of

29
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contacts made. (The percentage of positive contacts was so small,

unvaried that it was not coded after the field trial was examined.)

There are three distribution measures: total, management., and

cognitive. They do not add up to total distribution. The system for

coding the total distribution will be explained to provide an example; the

other two codes are similar. A distribution was calculated for each cell

by the formula (0-E)2
E

Whe re:

0 The observed total number of contacts fo.r'
that cell (or observed managements or cog-
nitives).

T co

T
ch

Ch'

:co , The expected total number of
contacts for that cell.

Total contacts made over all cells (or total
cognitives, etc. )

Total number of children in the system
obtained by 6

Z (Ch)

IT. The-average number of children per cell
based on 2 counts or 4 counts depending on
the two forms.

The distribution measure is then obtained by summing over all cells. I'f'

the observed frequency equalled the expected frequency in each cell, the
4

total score would be zero. Thus, the smaller the measure, the more

evenly the teacher and aide are distributing their attention.
.
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The three variables--frequency, content, and distribution- -are

each important Indicators of the teacher's style of interaction, The

frequency of cents, t is a good measitire of tlhe "travel" rate in the room.

It is also a reasonable indicator of how loll children wait before they

are able to get the teachers attention. The major difficulty. for obser-

vation of the content of.a teacher's remarks lies with the decision of

which aspects are most releyant. 1 have chosen to focus on a rather

simple distinction between negative statements and all others, and

'cognitive versus management statements. The collapsing of the existing

categories was clone for several reasons: first, to increase Inter-
observer agreement; second, to increase the frequency of the observa-

tion of the-categories within the limited time of observation, and finally,

to focus on the most relevant parts of the teacher's speech. Again, 01002

is the problem of incomplete rather than inappropriate measures. Those

parts of a teacher's interaction which would seem most relevant to the

student's advancement are those which'.concern the affective dimension

and subject matter content of the communication

Other _Measures Obtained. Several other measures were obtAined

. which have not been included in this general discussion, Some were

obtained by directly ,questioning Educational Specialists Z after the instru,
ment had been administered, others were. obtained from the instrument

itself. Additional measures include: the number of adults observed

traveling; whether or not the children get their own work (information

was obtained by interviewing the childit provided use (iii anecdotal infor-

maticin,'but was not very generlilizable at the classroom level); hours

, An Educational Specialist is a person at the Follow Through site
who is responsible for implementing and supporting acauemic and parent
involvement programs. There is usually one specialist for every eight or
nine teachefs.
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assigned in math and reading (regardless of whether the readin8 is an_

LRDC program) which was obtained (rpm the site specialists) and finally;

the number of clays the teacher was absent during the year, also obtained

fro.rn the specialists. These are VI measures of implementation which
t

might be relevant to the student learning outcomes.
0

Measures Omitted. Several of the original measures in the

instrument were not Used because of a desire to pare down the number

of variables being examined to those which seen-led to give reliable, .

useful, and interpretable results. The questions either condensed or

omitted «incerned exploratory (except those already mentiontd), the

room map with teacher traveling pattern, the percentage of...contacts

which were chtld initiated, and the child's interview. The room map was

very useful in interpreting and in some cases correcting the information

recorded during the teacher observation.

The one major observational measure which was lost was the per-

centage of contacts which were child initiated, be use good'agreement

(above tiO percent) was not obtained with observers. A source of Oa low

agreement is the lack of a ,consistent signaling system acrbss classroom:S.

In most classes, from two to four different signals were used: hand

raising, flag raising. finished work turned over on a desk, -hands folded'

or a bakery type number system, Hand, and to some extent, flag raising

are fairly easy for the observer to see and record, but it is hard to-record

both together. Other kinds of signals used are almost impossible to

observe accurately if they occur in conjunction with another system.

The instrument was administered twice to all second grade CLASS-

rooms in the four eStablished sites. One classroom at each site was
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randomly chosen to be observed twice. for each administration, The

first administration. the field test, was done over a one-month poiiiod

,by one observer. The second admibistration, the final pass, was done

'by eight observers (two for each site) over a two-week period.

In accordance with step 20 of Figure 1. a training-p-rog-v-ann-to--

teach the administrators to use the instrument was developed (heinhsdt,

1972), The program consists of training for knowledge of the instructions,

ability to unitize, and ability to categorize teachers' verbal interactions.

In -class training focused on recording the distribution of teachers' inter-

'actions and record t ollection.
eo

13y the completion of the second pass, data had been obtained on

30. classrooms., On twenty-one classrooms there were two sets of

measures and on eight there were four sets. This provided enough data

to estimate the reliability of the instrument. The next section examines

the problem of observational reliability, followed by discussions of the

inter-obierver reliability, short-term leacher stability. and long-term,
reliability of the instrument.

Reliability

The concepts of reliability and validity involve procedures by

which confidence in a measuring device way be established. They lend

support to the assertion that the Measure consistet%tly reports the same

situation the same way, and that the measiire actually represents that

which it is supposed to be measuring. in our case, the major ihallenges

to reliability were that dale. rent observers regarded the since event dif-

ferently, and the lack of stability or representativeness of the behtvior

observed. The domains of pa 'lit ular interest here are the inter-Observer

. reliabiliby and the stability of teat her behaviors over time.
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Seieral procedures are available for calculatina either the overall

reliability of data or some specific aspect of reliability, such as inter-observer.ag.reement. No one of them is completellappropriate to the

problem of calculating 'he, reliability of our data. In keeping with the

spirit, if not the specifie\ Method, of Cronbach's "Theory ofGeneraliza-

Witty., A Liberalization o\Reliability Theory" (Cronbach Rajaratnam, &

Gles.er: 10 "
b

3) where ility Theory' is interpreted as a theory\regarding the adequacy with J\hich one can generalize from one observa-

tion to a universe of observati 'ns" (p. 137), I will present a variety of

evidence, some of which used t aditional estimations of reliability coef-.

ficients and others did not, to support the generalizability, or lack of it,

for this data set.

Three aspects of reliability were estimated: inter-observer,.

short-term stability of the teacher behavior, and long-term reliability..

The results are reported in Tables I, 2, 3, and 4. Th.: reasons for

keeking more complete information about the reliability of the instrument

go back to the initial points mentioned ih this paperthere is a very

definite need that the data which represent measures of implementation

be credible. One way of establishing such credibility is to show that the

data are reliable and valid.

Intett-Observer Relip.biliCy. Whenever human observation is a

basis for measurement, one is faced with the problem of individual dif-.

-

ferences in observers producing differing results, when in fact, they

should have produced the same results, if one ',a dealing with several

observers, the problem is to get the observers to cele the-,eaipe event

in the same way. Table 1 presents the'in-class inter-observer Agree-

mesnt for nine observers. Agreement was checked by taking a ratio for

einti, category between two recordings of one situation at one time.

the observers had an agreement check with me, and in those cases where

S.
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TABLE 1

*The Ratio of Inter:Obsefver.Agresipents by Category

...
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e 0
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.11
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,61 I00
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;
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k
0 a

ii 8.

.

(Mean)
Ave, by

ca"gTv
Total s 97 96 100 96 90 90 100 81 90 84 100 93

. . .

Cognitive 100 100 82 82 92 100 92 75 75 100 100

. .1

Management 96 81 7 63 63 71 88 65 65 \ 100 78
)

Percent N.
Negative 100 75 75 100 100 100 100 100 74 74 100' 90

. .

Distribution
Total 95 79 80 64 80 64 80 72 80 100 .80

Distribution .

Cognitive 74 86 99 87 98 84 82 46 41 , 95 1 81

Distributiot. e
Management 98 78 33 26 43 78 55 25 31 86 100 59

Average by .

Individual 94 85 78 74 81
81. , . 85 66 67 86 106 82

No negatives were oenerved. a
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two people were trained together, the ratio.df agreement between them is
also given. This table presents the rhi.ge over individuals and categories,

and how mucli each individual agrees on each category. The overall
reliability for observers is 82 perce,nt. The range across observers is;
66 to 100 percent and across categories is 29 to 98percent. Because
the category distribution of,management contacts had such a low reliability,
it was dropped.

.Short-term.Stability. Short-term stability refers to the stability
of a teacher's observed behavior.9ver approximately 48 hours. This was
checked by having one randomly selected cla3sroorfi at each site obadtVed
twie in two days: The reason for calculating short-term stability is to
show that the observed teacher characteristics remain relatively stable
over a short period of time.

A summary of shad-term,stability estimates for several variables
is given in Table 2. The variables chosen were ones which would vary
over a 48-houbr period (or less). The observers were not instructed to
recountienroilment, recheck the number of years of experience, or
record tither context data. Therefore, these variables arc not included
in the e timations.

The stimates given in Table 2 were obtained from a two-way

mixed-model (rows [teachers! random, columns [time,' fixed) repeated
measures ANOVA of teachers by time for each category for each pass.

(That is, separate ANOVA's were calculated for each pass and each
category. ) From this, two estimates can be calculated which account for
the variance due to teachers. One is Cronbach's estimate (which is not
presented), (Cronba.h, 1971); the other is an eta squared. The eta is
obtained by dividing the sums of squares due to teachers by the total sums
of squares (i. e. , n2 SSTeachers/SSTotal). This estimate gives the

Ito



TABLE 2

Estimates of ShortTerm Stability of Teacher Behaviors

Variable

i- Perceqt of children
t

[

prebin't

1

Numtrii of days since
the list test

Number of cognitive
statements

Number of management
statements

Distributibn of cognitive
statements

Percent qf unique
assignments

Percent of negative
statements

1st Pass 2nd Pass

.80 .78

.99 .94

.82 ;87

.80 .96

.83 .065

.50 .85

.37 .98
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amount of variance explained by having the sam teacher versus different

teachers observed. Table 2 shows the results f estimating short-terth

reliability by an eta squared, (Both estimates vere very clOse;-for

further discuSsion of a comparison of the two estimates, see Leinhardt,
1072. ) The average stability for pass one is .7, and .78 for pass two.

The extremely low stability (, 065) associated with the distribut

of cognitive contacts on the second pass is du largely to one classr orn.

As shown in Table i, a classroom at Site [)Sad an extremely low istri-
/

bution score on in.: first observation and An extremely high sc9, e on

the second, On the seconctobservationhf this classroom, th teacher
was planning a field trip for the day it kept the students iischool one/

extra hour so that the observation c uld be made--a fact' unknown to us

at the time. Almost no ( lassroon(work went on during the observational

period; there was a high degree of disruptive behavior. Due tothe low

stability of the distribution ot cognitives in the classroom for the second
pass, the measure was substituted in the final data set by the measuresv

e
from the first set.

Long-Term Reliability. Long-term reliability refers, in this
case, to the consistency over one and one-half months of some of the
measures which remained unchanged from the field test and final version.

'The purpose of estimating this is in part the same as estimating short -term
stability. But it serves the additional function of estimating the reliability

of the instrument in recording some events which presumably do not

change. The reliability estimates are reported in Table 4.

The stability of the following measures is reasonably high: teacher
experience., enrollment, ratio of boys to girls, and sequence of explora-

-.

tery--while the stability of the remaining measures Is low. The eon-

secitienci. of the low reliability is that the two variables will not be used

38
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* TABLE 3'

Distributior; of Cognitive Contacts: Raw Scores for Doublechecks

1/4

1st pass 2nd

a

Site Time 1 T..he 2 Time 1 Time

5.33 4.03 2.43 20.)(1

2 8.06 6.94 4.04 7.27

3 25.36 15.14 3.4 4.7

4 6.08 8.45 7.7 2.4

Note: The classrooms for each site differ from the first pass to the
second.

TABLE 4

Estimation of the LongTerm Reliability

Variable f12

Yews of experience .92

Enrollment .70

Ratio of buys to girls .80

Percent of children present .34

Square feet per pupil -.13

Sequence of exploratory

39
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to predict performance, although the attendance variable will be-averaged'

across times and used for descriptive purposes.

In addition to the concern about the long-term stability of the

variables, there is a concern about the type of information gained

betwey'n the first pass and the second, or the difference between sending

either one or eight people to collect data. One expectation concerning

the date reuce between the groups would be a greater overall variance

for each variable on the second pass than on the first, attributable to

individual differences between raters. A test was made for the assump-

tion of equality of oyerall dispersion. The variance-covariance matrixes

from the two passes were found to come from similar populations. That

is, the null hypothesis Ho: DleD2e A is retained (Fe. 921). This is not,

there'fore, an estimate of the reliability between one observer and eight
observers, but rather, evidence for the assertion that the two situations

wire comparable in variance and covariance.

'
Val

There are two challenges to the validity of this instrument. irst,

it is pOssible that the characteristics examined are measured accurately,

but are not the relevant ones in terms of the final performance of a class.

Second, the characteristics selected may be the most important ones,
but the manner of measuring them is not sensitive enough to reveal sig-

nificant (in the sense of useful) differences. The first challenge his been .

discussed in the presentation 9f the instrument. The second challenge
-

was answered in two steps. First, intercorrelations between the input,

process, and output variables were examined to determine if the relation-

ships among the variables were. consistent with the theoretical basis of

the model (they were). Then, the relationships between the output and

process variables were examined controlling for the input variables

40
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(e.g.,' a partial correlation) (Leinhardt, 1972). A selected group of the
residual proce s variables (to be discussed later) accounted for 46 per-
cent of the residual output variance (Cooley & Leinhardt, 1973). The

instrument appears to be both sensitive to differences between clap-
rooms and useful in explaining outcomes in terms of achievement scores.

Findings

The purpose of developing the implementation instrument was to
provide a source of information which could broaden the interpretation
of achievement data. The specific information obtained from this can
be examined in terms of three questions. First, which changes in
variables in the classroom appear to affect the achievement of students?

Second, what differences are observed betweeln the implementation of the

program in the field versus its implementation in laboratory classrooms?.
Third, how is the educational.model transformed when it is implemented?

In considering the relationship between classroom variables and

achievement variables, it is crucial first to consider how initial input,
process measures, and output measures relate to each other. It is
obvious that one could obtain strong relationships between what appeared

to be measures of process and'output by merely having the process mea-
sures be surrogate input measures, For example, teacher experience
with our program correlates .47 with student achievement, but it also
correlates .58 with IQ. When IQ is partialed out of both achievement and
teacher experience, the partial correlation between experience and
achievement goes to .05. That is, in this case teacher experience is
confounded with input variables. In this data set the IQ means (considered
input) correlate .68 with arithmetic means which leaves 54 percent of
the variance in achievement to be explained by measures of the classroom
which are not themselves accidental measures of input.

$1
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Table 5 shows the partial correlation between five classroom

residuals and Wide Range Achievement Math Residuals. The variables

which are negativjly related to ;Achievement when IQ is controlled are

a large class, more boys than girls, and a larger number of negative

contacts. Only the last variable is one which relates specifically to the

L.RDC.:. program. That is, in the LRDC model, the empha4 is on having

the teacher reinforce learning behaviors rather than punish inapproprie.te

behavior. The variables which are positively correlated with achieve-
-

ment are the number of days between tests and the amount of class time

spent onmatheniatics. The second finding is predittable; although it

can influence decisions about amounts of time devoted to any one cur-

riculum area, it dues not significantly influence the model. The finding

that higher achievement is associated with greater time between tests is .

both startling anti intriguing. This would not be expected by the model

and it poses some interesting possibilities. Perhaps.teachers who fre-

quently test spend less class time tutoring or teaching or adapting assign-

ments to meet i.rlTdual needs. Or perhaps frequent testing of a child

in and of itself is dysfunctional to increases in learning. In either case,

it is the type of information which is important to verify and feed back to

developers and implementors.

In addition to its analytic function, the instrument was to provide

information about the implementation of the progrem in the field and to'

permit a comparison of the implementation between the field and the

laboratory sites. It would 1w impossible within, the scope of this paper to

present a detailed description of each classroom on each variable. Instead,

two descriptions will be provided: first, a comparison between the field

and labor.itory sites and, second, a general discussion of how the model

looks in all the classrooms examined.

42
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TABLE 5

Partial Correlations Controlling for Entering Abilities

Class enrollment 1.00 ..27 ..34 .17 .11 -30

Ratio of boys to
girls .27 1.00 ..22 .22 ..36 .30

Time between tests .34 .22 -1.00 .00 .00 .32

Percentage of
negative contacts .17 .22 00 1.00 ..19 37

Amount of time
spent on mathematics .11 -.36 00 ..19 1.00. 47

WHAT math means .30 .30 .32 ..37 .47 1.00

43
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Table 6 shows the site averages4oxi seventeen variables.

paring the laboratory and field sites, those variables which appe

lar in both field sites and developmental sites will be discussed fir

followed by those variables for which there is a difference between

developmental and field sites.

The variables on which there is similarity are teacher experience,

with the 1..11DC Model. sex ratio in the class, percentage of unique

f assignments, percentage of negative contacts, access to play following

work, the number of adults traveling, and the number of minutes of math

or reading per day. For most of the variables. the field and develop-
,

mental sites look similar.

The variables on which there is a difference, however, are quite

interesting. The twmber of pupils per class, especially when considered

in light of the percentage of children present is smaller in the develop-

mental schools th.cn in the field site schools. This is an important difference

/ when examining outcome measures and per pupil expenditures. There

are other differences; in general, more time between tests elapses for

those in developmental schools, they make fewer cognitive contacts and

more management contacts, and the teacher attention was distributed

more evenly. The converse of all these findings is true for the field sites.

It would appear that in some respects, the field schools perform in a way

that more closely resembles the expressed model than do the developmental

schools. A possible explanation of this is'that developers are constantly

changing the model in the sghocils to which they have access, placing

demands on the teachers so that the classrooms do not strictly follow

written or spoken guidelines.

A more relevant question than the comparison of field and develop-

mental schools is how much do the schools look like the model? The

44
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answer cannot be given a precise value, but some,gerreral observations
can be made. If one Observes the Follow Through classrooms using the

'ADC program to determine if they operate in a manner similar to;

t

traditional classrooms, the answer is clearly no. All of the classrooms
visited are individualized to some extent. Some sites have modified the

model in a specific way, such as having..two teachers travel, others have

extended the Managem ent system from the L1DCprogram curriculum

area to all curriculum areas. Some classrooms test frequently, but
tend to give children similar assignments rather than individual ones.

tslo classroom assigns just those pages needed by the child as indicated
by the test; rather, most of them start at the first page a child needs as
indicated by a tegt and assigns a block of pages after that. There are at
least four different styles 'of traveling. all of which are, compatible with
the, .I.RDC Instructional Model.

What is .jear from Table 6 is that the program can be imple-
mented in divet4e settings. It is also clear that the program undergoes

3

a certain amount of modifieation in the field. One of the questiionsraiseo
by a study like this IS whatemodifications in the model, made in the field,
improve the model. For exaniple, perhaps the model should place less

emphasis on frequent testing and unique prescription and more emphasis
on diffelg modes of transmitting information; ruin a well sequenced cur-

riculum it may not lie necessary to continuously monitor progress;' and

°

the same effort may be better expended to provide a diversity of curricu;
N.., °Wet tives and a means to meet them.

LimItattons

The tnstrumeDt doe's not proVide infOrmation on all of the domains

Initially identified. Sonic variabl'es were very difficult to measure with-
r.

clic extensive clinical data or without developing separate measurement
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instruments for them (e. g. , student independence). Some varial.2)

were ipst because of the inability to obtain the infa'rmation in a reliable

fashion.'' Still other variables aw:re omitted'hecausc there appeared to

be no measured difference betWeen classrooms. However, a good start

has.been made in the construction
4of a reliable and valid instrument for

measuring classroom process and the implemeritation of the 1..11DC

Instructitinal Model.

implications
o.

An implementation instrument provides information about the

editiational processes that occur in classrooms using a particular inno-

vation. The instrument can be a valuable tool to evaluator s examiningr
the overall results of an innovation in explaining those'restilts.-but itels

also a useful tool for implementors and developers-. For implementors,

it provides information about the success of the implementation relative

to the model. For developers, the instrument can provide information on

the conseqiances, both positive an negative, of unintended changes in

the Thodel. This information in turn can become the basis for change in

specific programs and overall assumptions of an educational model.
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THE USE OF OBSERVATIONAL DATA FOR

FORMATIVE EVALUATION OF AN INSTRUCTIONAL MODEL'

Margaret C. Wang

Learning Research and Development Center

University of Pittsburgh

.2

This paper discusses the critical functions classroom observational°
techniqu'es can play in the formative evaluation of an instructional model.
The study reported in the paper is part of an ongoing series of studies
designed to develop techniques and procedures to obtain information for
formative evaluation of an early learning environment, designed to adapt
to the individual learning characteristics of the student. Specifically,
the study was designed to gather descriptive data in classrooms settings,
under two different instructional-learning management systems designed

to implement the LRDC Instructional Model (see Appendix A) in the early
Darning grades. Our aim was to identify techniques and measures that

are effective in obtaining information about the differential effects of

instructional-learning management systems on the instructional-learning
processes and student learning outcomes.

,he techniques and measures developed for the study included the
use of systematic observational schedules designed to gather information

4
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concerning classroom instructional-learning processes of the student, as
well as an observational technique designed to obtain detailed narrative

descriptions of the learning environment and classroom behaviors.

The Bettina

The study was carried out in a first grade classroom of an inner-
city public elementary sae tl, serving as one of the LliDC developmental
schools, The first grade, operating under the LRDC Instruceional. Model,

included two major components, tae "prescriptive" learning component

and the "exte.nded" learning component. The prescriptive learning. corn-
.,

ponent of the program included math, reading, and perceptual skills. In

this component the students were assigned to learning activities on the
basis of formal diagnostic test results. Exteoded learning activities

encouraged student initiated activities. These generally included more

open-ended projects in such subject matter areas as math, science,
social studies. reading, writing, prereadint, and language arts; in addi-
tion, they included a variety of creative arts activities, construction
activities, and conceptual games.

Two prototype instructional-learning manage`nient systems were

dsigbed to implement the 1,12DC Instruc!ional Model in school settings.

The management systems were the Idock Schedule System and the Slf-
Schedule System, Ruth systems were designed to imple-ment all aspects

of the 1.12DC Instructional Model for early learning grades (Wang, Ma

Leinharclt, & Mil !more, 1971), Under the Block Schedule System, the

school day is divided into time blocks. In general, the class begins with
block periods for "prescriptive" learning, followed by a bind( period.for

"ex ended" learning. For first grade, the prescriptive learning block

pt ds are reading, math, and perceptual skills, hc extended leatUting
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period is usually scheduled at the end of the school day for di a who

complete all the prescriptive assiOnments for the day.

Under the Self-Schedule System, as in the Block Sched-le Sy. in,

the student, based on the diagnostic test results,,receives d,.ily tgn-
ments (prescriptions) in reading, math, and perceptual skill.-- 14owever,

no specific,time bloc is assigned for a specific type of learning 'ivity.
The students can work on the learning activities prescribed by the teachev

or on any extended leartning tasks of their own choice at any tints. Under
b.

the Self-Schedule System, the students, are giventhe.oppurtn, :ty to obi 'N. 1.

their own decisions on when they will do what, with the enceptiot, tnat

some parts of the what are prescribed by the teacher.

Method

Demon, A repeated-measures design was used for this kitlij : The

Block Schedule. System was used during the first four months of 1 school

year (considered as the baseline perio*B0), although actitaldat.i vottec-

tion for this period did not begin until the third month. The Self-Schedule

System was used during the four months immediately following 131 (con -

sidered as the experimental [El). The Block Schedule System was used

again during the reversal period (B2), which lasted one month i...mediately

following the experimental period.

Sample. All the students of the first grade class selectd fur this

pilot study served as subj,,,cts. The total number of students n; :11,-d in

the class was ,s. the mean chronological age of the students dur ;ng the

experimental ueriudwas six years and seven months. The mean IQ for

the group was (17, and the standard deviation was 11.7. students

came from an inner-city neighborhood, with the majority of them from

low income fanolics,
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Data :gathering technimics and measures. A systematic observa-

tional schedule was designed to gather information about student learning

processes and patterns of interactions in classroom settings operating

under the LRDC Instructional Model. The Student Behavior Observation

Schedule (SBOS) was designed to obtain answers to the following questions

(see Appendix D for an example of the S1305):

1. What type of activity is the student engaging in (prescriptive

or exploratory)?

2. Under what conditions does he choose to work:

a. Does he work with others interactively?

b. Does he work on tasks in isolation?

3. Does he complete the activity he chose to do first or does he°

switch from one activity to another without completing the ini-

tial one'"
4. 1-low did he decide on what he wants to doassigned by the

teacher, by invitation'from another student, or self invitation?

5. What is the major tone or the manner in which the task was

carried out--aimless, purposeful, or inattentive?

6. What is the predominant lode and purpose of his interactions

with the teacher?

7. What is the predominant mode and purpose of his interactions

with other students in his class?

The SI3OS was designed to code ongoing student classroom behav-

iors. The schedule consists of one recording sheet, which includes

seven major behavior categories, and spaces for recording five time

samples of behaviors of a single student. An observer instructional

manual, which includes definitions of the major behavior categories and

the behavioral subitems listed under each category, was also developed

for training purposes (Wang, 1972).
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The technique of narrative recording of student behaviors was also

used to gather ihformation for the study. The narrative recordings were
used: (1) to study, in depth, the differential effects the different manage-
ment model has on individual students certain known unique character-
istics: (2) to find out whether the systematic observeational schedule alone

is adequate to provide the desired information; (3) to compare the obser-

vational data obtained from the S13OS with the data obtained from the more

comprehensive and more detailed narrative recordings of behavior; and

(4) to determine whether the narrative recordings indeed contribute addi-

tional pertinent information about student learning that cannot be obtained

from the SI3OS.

The narrative recording of student behavior focused on student

behavior relevant to two major questions:

-1. What are some of the noticeable differences in the student's
behavior that can be attributed to thb rfNanagement system?

a. Choice of activity.

b. How chosen')

c. Whom he/she chose to work Avith.

cl. Manner~ in which activity is carried out.

e. Predominant mode of interaction.

2. What are some of the learning outcomes produced by this par-

ticular management system')

a. Student's ability to make chokes.
b. Student's ability to plan his day.

c. Student's ability to meet his curricular demands.

d. Social interaction with peers,

e. Particular achievement in prescriptive and extended

learning.

f. Attending behavior.

O



In addition to the observationa' data, we also kept a record of the

total number of prescriptive learning and extended learning tasks coTn-.

pleted during each school day for each observational cycle of the study.

procedure. Each student in the class was observed for IS minutes .4

at a time for a total of 75 minutes during B1, E, and B2. A specific
I

obHcrvational schedule was establj8hed to insure that a 15-minute obser-

vat ion nut of each different hourly segment of the school day would be I

riade for each student. The school day was divided into one-hour seg- .4

rnents. The 75 minutes of observation for each student occurred over ii

two to three days and in no case was a given student observed t!wice

within two consecutive hor1y segments. Under this stipulation, Lour

different students were observed during each hour. The students were

r'iked alphabetically to establish the order of the observation sequence.

The observer 41Iloweci the established observation sequence as closely

as ossib1e. Occasionally, because of absences and other unexpected

events, some minor modification in the observational sequence was made.

The observer focused on one student at a time. \ stopwatch was

used to time t'hc observation intervals, and a frequency 'oding method

wa used to record behavior occurrence. The I5-mipi'itt observation o

each student was broken down into a minute of observation, during whkh

the oberver coded whatever behaviors she observq.d occurring under the

two itractiona1 catcgories as listed in the SBOS (caltgories ! and 2),
foflowed by a two-minute rest period, during which the observer made

appr prate entries for behaviors listed under other categories (3 through
.

7). .rtual observation time during each 15-minute observation period

was on ninutes 1, 4, 7, 10, and 13, a total of five three-minute obser-

vation intervals, the end of the 15-mtnute ob8ervation of Student I,

the observer began a 15-minute observation of Studen 2, following the

a
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same procedures. The observer used a new recording sheet for each
new 15-minute observation.

In addition to the observations made for every student included in
the sample, a group of six subjects from the sample were selected.for
intensive study. These six children were selected on the basis of their
learning progress in prescriptive curricula and teacher judgment. One
girl and one boy were selected from each of the student achievement cate-
gories- -advanced, average, and below average achievement. Narrative
description of student behaviors, as well as the SBOS, were used to obtain
infor,mation about the six students in the intensive sample.

During each of the three observational cycles (B1, E, and B2), in
addition to the data obtained from the SBOS for each student included in

the intensive sample, narrative description records of a 15-minute obser-
vation period per day were made fOr five consecutive days. Therefore,
counting both types of observations, we have collected a total of two and

one-half hours of observational data for each student included in the inten-
sive sample. To insure that the time samples for any giv6n student were
taken from different times of the school day, a schedule was designed to
systematically alter the time of the clay during which the additional 15-

minute observation for each student was made,

During each 15-minute observation time segment, one child was
observed at a time; the observer first used the'SBOS to code behaviors

as they occurred during the first minute of each three-minute interval.
(The procedure used during the first minute of observation is the same

as llle procedure outlined for obtaining data from the SBOS for the total

sample.) During the second and third minutes of each time interval, the
observer, using the preplanned guidelines for the narrative description

of the student behaviors and learning conditions, wrote down all the
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pertinent facts for the first minute, using an improvised shorthand method

developed by the observer. In the same fashion, the second observation ,

interval began on minute 4. The same procedure is repeated for the

remaining intervals on minutes 7, 10, and 13. After each 15-minute

observation of a given student, the observer used as much time as she

needqd to add to the narrative description ai behaviors and factsthat

occurred during each of the five observation intervals. The same proce-

dure was followed for each 15-minute observation for the entire intensive

study sample.

Data Analyses

Observational data obtained from the SBOS were analyzed under

two main classifications: the student learning process and the student

interaction patterns. Observational results of student learning processes

are summarized in Table 1.
The inter-observer agreement was highly consistent for all but one

behavior item, "group interactive" under the behavior category. entitled

"setting." (The reliability coefficient was .60.) The low reliability co-

efficient in this case probably resulted from a combination of the infre-

quency of occurrence of the behavior, and the difficulty in determining

the nature of behavior in the group settingT. It was difficult for the obser-

ver to get Within the close physical range required to determine accurately

whether the subject was actually interacting with other students, or just

working in a parallel fashion among otht.i1 students in the same work area.

For each of the observational cycles, Baseline .1 (B1), Experimen-

tal (E), and Baseline 2 (132), the mean ratio of behaviors that occurred

for each of the behavior subitems was calculated. The results are sum-

marized in colmns 2, 3, and 4 of Table 1. The ratio is obtained from

the total number of behaviors observed for a given behavior subitem,
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divided by the total number of minutes of observation time. To test the

significance of the difference between the behavior measures obtained

during each of the observational cycles, a (-test was peefornied between
0

the means of each pair of observational cycles. The results are reported

in the last three columns of Table I.

As indicated by the results, the different instructionallevning

management systems seem to have differential effects on student class-

room activities. The data showed that under the Self-Schedule System

(E). students worked significantly more on extended tasks of their own

choice. and worked more in group settings; the frequency of prescriptive,
activity decreased significantly, most of their activities being self-

selected and self-initiated rather than assigned; and the students were

more purposeful and spent significantly less time waiting for interven-

Lion 'from the teacher. However, no significant differences were.found

in the observed number of activities completed, or in the number of tasks

left unfinished. The no difference" result of these two behavior eaten

gories n ty be attributed to the-"unrepresentativeness" of a sampling

technique for dbserving behaviors that generally occur infrequently..

The data on student behaviors also suggested that students, in

gener4,4-,--behaved more similarly during the two baseline periods (using

the filock Schedule System) than they did dnring the experimental period

when the Self-Scheduleystem was implemented. For example, students

worked significantly more frequently on prescriptive tasks, they were

more inattentive and less purposeful when they worked, and they exhibited

significantly more "waiting" behavior during both baseline periods than

they did during the experimental period.

a

Patterns of student classrocirn interactions under the two different

instuctional-learning management systems are summarized in Table 2.

The results are displayed in the same way as Table 1. About two-thirds
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of the inter-obierver reliability coefficient ten ..tudent ct , ,:iomi ititer

actions were within a range close to .00 'out about fit,..tii::. ,,i the belie-

tor items showed low consistent betwek . Aservers.'-.1,chavieral item:.

with low inter-observer reliaVility coeft.. ieets mi re nonverbal interactions

with peers, and the behavior subitems under the general heading of pur-

poses for peer interactions. We have reason to believe that the low relia-

bility coefficient of these behavior subitems ,is largely attributed t.; the

difficulties in getting both observers simultaneously within a close range

of the subject being observed. This is a major technical problem one

generally encounters when Conducting observational studies in natural

settings, and this problem is particularly magnified' in classroom set-
Unto where students are permitted to freely move about the classroom

and interact with their peers. According to the feedback information
from the observers, the magnitude of this problem decreased when class-

room observations for the study were made; it was much easier for one

person to get to a vantage position to)foeus on the subject being observed

than to get two persons to approximately the same position in order to
observe the same student at the same time for they reliability study.

The data on student interaction patterns were consistent with the
.

other findings on student learning processes. Thesstudents behaved dif-

ferently under the two different management systems. By examining ther
mean frequency of behavior occurrence under the heading of student-

teacher interaction one notices two things: (I) that students interacted
Ot.

with the teacher more often under the Block Schedule System than during

the Self-Schedule System, and (2) that teachers initiated significantly

ixin e of the interactions during the Block Schedule System. However,
Ito significant differences were found in the purpose of the interactions.

The observational data on student interactions with peers showed that

students interacted with one another more often under the Block Schedule

'aidsis...alssrarsa.riammaam.r..0
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...t.ter,i Orin in Sy -tern. llowever, it is interesting to
e that a ,, : net-'r interactions under the Block Sch..!(1-

System e rt- elf `al re..ment' and .'conversation"

In general. the et.ti,illt S114,: . -t that the SBOS seems to be an effec-,
tore instiment to in docnntenting the behavior differences in student

learning processes and interaction patterns in classroom settings. Fur-
thermore, the behavint:categories included in the SI3OS were relevant to
the rationale and hypotheses made on the teaching-learning processes
under the two different instructional-lear.ting management systems. The

data yielded information that not only made analysis of khe, selected dimen-

sibns of student classroom behaviors unique to our program possible but,

more importantly, the data provided us with information to carty out

formative evaluation needed to improve and redesign the instructional-

/earning management systems. A% an example of the use of empirical

data (data obtained from a systematic Atudy such as the present study) for
(formative, evaluation purposes, I shall discuss the result of our analyses
on the effectiveness of the two different management systems in solving

the proolem of student "waiting time."

Among the many technical problems we encountered in implementing

the LRDC Instructional Program was the demand on teacher time. The

teachers were not aLln to get to the students fast enough to both answer

questions argil to check their work at the same time. Under the individu-

alized instructional program, students generally spent a large percentage
of class time "waiting" for teachers instead of working on the tasks. The

observational data from the present study, as well as results from previ-
ous studies, clearly suggest this unique "waiting" phenomenon (Wang,

Mazza, Haines, & Johnson, 1972; and Yeager & Lindvall, 1968). This
r.

"waiting time" was generally a frustrating experience for teacherc and
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,b4tudents. For students, the "waiting time" was tiresome and boring.

Students were not only bored from doing "nothing" while they were

waiting, but a4so from doing the same type of tasks for a long perioxl

of time (e.g. , some students may be required to work on prescriptive

tasks from one subject 4o another during most of the school day). For

the teacher, the student "wa iting time" was "trouhlesomr," and "hard to

manage." The teachers were required to "travel" among the students -
,sat a fast.rate in order to get to every student who needed help, and also

to keep those "waiting" students from disrupting others at work.

The results of this study suggest tha t the Self-Schedule System is

effective-in reducing student "waiting time" to a minimum level. As

shown in Table 1 (p. 59), the mean ratio of "waiting" behaviors decreased

from .25 for 131 to .08 for E (the t-test was significant at\th: .05 level).
Although the differences of the percent of waiting time between E and B2

were not statistically significant, the differences were still substantial..

Wailing time for Bz was .15, almost double the amount of waiting time

during E.' From a formative evaluation point of view, this preliplinary

set of data suggests that the Self-Schedule Syste'rn may be, more effective

than the Block Schedule System in solving the problem of student "waiting

time."

Our data for formative evaluation of the instructional management

systems were also used to study the relationship between learning proc-

esses and learning outcomes. Canonical correlations Were performed

to ihvestigate the relationship between student classroom behaviors and

student learning outcomes undef the two ttifferent management systems.

in this series bf analyses, we were particularly interested in`examining

the relationship between a linear combination of tasks completed (tasks /

included n both prescrir 1%e and extended learning), and a linear combi-;

nation of selected sets of classroom behavior measures. The results of
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the canonical correlations are shown in Table 3. For each analysis, the'
variables included in the criterion set are listed under the first column;

the variables included in the predictor set are listed under column 2.
The canonical `11, chi square value, degrees of freedom and the statisti-
cal test of significance are reported in columns 3, 4, 5, and 6, respec-
tively.

The criterion set included in Analyses A and B was mean number

of tasks completed in prescriptive and extended learning during Ba4eline
1 and the Experimental periods. The predictors included in the analyses
were seven selected behavior measures obtained by the SBOS. These

measures included variables that we have suggested as critical learning
process variables that affect. student learning outcomes under the LRDC

Instructional Program: (a) prescriptive activity, (b) extended learning.

activity, (c) self-initiated activity, (d) purposeful on-task behavior,
(e) waiting for teacher intervention, (f) sharing behavior, and (g).con-

versation with other children.

The rationale for performing this -series of canonical correlations
is based on our assumption that what the student did and the manner in

which he carried out the learning tasks must have direct implications
for student learning outcomes. As shown in Table 3, a significant rela-
tionship between the task completion rate and observation measures of

student learning processes during the Self-Schedule System was found

(during the experimental period), while the relationship between what

4.4e students were able to do and the process under which the tasks were
carried out during the Block Schedule System (during the baseline period)

was not significant.

The results suggest that behaviors exhibited by the students during
the experimental period seem to relate to students' task completion rate,
While students' behaviors under the Block Schedule System were not
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rellialtiPlitO what they did. This interpretation is further supported by the
fact that students spent significantly more time under the Block Schedule

System doing prescriptive worls, without completing a concomitant amount

of prescriptive tasks, and the fact that students under the Block Schedule

System also spent more time "Waiting" for teachers. In other words,
the canonical results for Analysis A, listed in Table 3, seem iO suggest
that student behaviors under the Block Schedule System were not related
to their task completion rate. The fact that the process measures obtained

for the SBOS have been good predictors of student learning outcomes under

the Self-Schedule System, but not related to learning outcomes under the

Block Schedule Systein, further supported the assumptions we have made

in the design of the Self-Schedule System. However, because this is a
pilot study with a small sample, these interpretations should be treated
as tentative.

Another example of formative evaluation questions we asked from
the dita in the presnt study was, "Is the SBOS an effective instrument
to use for evaluating the learning processes of individual students?" To
answer this question, we examined the observational data obtained for

each of the six students included in the intensive sample individually.
[n addition to the observational data, to investigate the learning processes

of each of the six students, we also collected information on a selected
number of student learning characteristics. The student characteristic
measures are summarized in Table 4. The behavior changes of each

student observed during each of the observation cycles, using the SBOS,

are summarized in Table 5. Behavior items included in Table 5 are
behaviors found to be significantly affected by the different management

models (significantly different ptirs of means as reported in Tables 1
and 2 [pps. 59 and 61. respectively]). On the whole, the data suggested

that the different management models had differential effects on student
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behaviors, We were able to obtain a general picture of the cliff, rence in
behaviors and .uut..unies for each student. However4 differential effects
of the different systems on individual students were not as distinct as we &
had hypothesized. The general group trend of behavior changes under the
different systems prevailed.

The Self-Schedule System was consistently effective in promoting

the student's rate of prescriptive task completion (see Figure 1), but it
did not affect the rate of extended learning task completion (see Figure 2).

As shown in Figure 1, every student 0:insistently had a lower rate of

prescriptive learning and task completion during 13i and B2, and a sig-

nificantly higher rate during E. Some differential effects on the rate of
extended learning task completion of the individual students can be
detected in Figure Z. However, because of the small number of extended

learning tasks completed by each student during the different obseivation
cycles, the magnitude of the difference's was quite small--the differences
were not statistically significant. Nevertheless, when one examines

Figure 2 closely, one can see the differences in the trend of behavior
.01

cfianges. For example, the effects of the system on Students A and E are
different from that of Students B C, D, and F. Comparing Figure 2

I

with Figure 1, the different management systems did not seem to have a

consistent effect on students' extended learning task completion rate as
they had on students' prescriptive learning task completion rate.

As we analyzed the data oh from the SBOS for the six students
included in the intensive study sample, the lack of "depth" in the data
became evident. This supported our notion that observational data

obtained from a measure such as the SBOS do not yield sufficient infor-

mation about the individual student in order to carry out formative evalu-

ation of individual learning processes and outcomes.

I
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To answer the question of whether narrative description data pro-

vided additional information for studying, in depth, the differential effects

of the management model on the individual student, the combitiatiob of

observational data obtained from the SBOS and the narrative description

data of the six students included in the intensive study sample were ana-

lyzed. The narrative records of each student were first compiled and a

summary of each student's description was made. The behavior descrip-

tion wits then compared with data obtained from the SBOS for each stu-

dent.

The information obtained from the twocclifferent sets of data were

found to be in general agreement; there were no specific inconsistencies.

However, the data clearly reflectea .at the information yielded by the

two observational techniques served two distinct purposes. The SBOS

is effeitive in fOrmative evaluation of the instructional model, but not

sufficient for formative evaluation of the learning processes for individual

students. The use of the narrative description method provided more in-

depth information about the individual differences in learning processes

among students.

Discussibn

Through the use of the Student Behavior Observation Schedule (SBOS),

we were able to obtain pertinent information about the relationship between

the LRDC instructional Program and its specific effects on student lbarn-

ing processes and student learning outcomes in classroom settings. We

found that obselwational data of this kind is useful in delineating the rela-

tionship between %vat the instructional model requires the teacher to do

in the implementation of the LRDC Instructional Program and the effects

on the students. We found, for example, that the Self-Schedule System



It

produced; (1) an increase in the rate of prescriptive task completion per

weell, although students worked on prescriptive tasks less frequently;

(2.) more purposeful and attentive behavior on the part of students; (3) a

decrease in the frequency of student Waiting behavior; (4) an increase in

the frequency of students working in group settings; and (5) a decrease
in student "disagreement" behavior.

More importantly, the data from the SBOS were useful in giving u's

the feedback information about the aspects of the instructional-learning

management program that did not function as. hypothesized. Information

of this type is critical to the validation and revision of the design of a
management system. The data indicated, for example, that the Self-

Scitedule System 'lid not effectively increase the rate of task completion
in extended learning, even when it was observed that students englged

ein extended learning activities more frequently. Further investigation
of the results suggests that using the rate of task completion to evaluate
extended learning outcomes is misleading. The fact that students did not

complete more extended learning tasks (as measured by number of tasks

completed) does not 6necessarily mean that students were less efficient in
task completion under the Self-Schedule System. The results may mean
that students spent more time working on a given extended learning proj-
ect, thus completing fewer total tasks. Furthermore, because of the
Varied nature in the quality of student involvement in the extended learn-

ing activities students have chosenoto do, comparing outcomes in terms
of numbers is neither sufficient nor appropriate. Perhaps using both
"length of time per activity" as well as "number of tasks completed" can
provide us with a more adequate Measure. It is probably more meaning-
ful for a student to spend a relatively longer' time to accomplish an

extended exploratory project of his choice, than completing more Short-

term learning projects. Nevertheless, these assumptions will need to
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be studied before we can make a definab conclusive statement. The

results, however, demonstrated the need to use a combination of many

different types of information to conduct formative evaluation of student

learning.

We also found that the Self-Schedule System did not increase the

frequency of peer interaction as we had hypothesized. This finding

implies tlaat a More thorough examination of the type oftasks We have

available in the learning environment is necessafy. The fact that these

students worked significantly more frequently in group parallel settings

Sider the Self-Schedule System suggests that the management system

probably was effective in providing the opportunity for the students to

interact with one another; but the nature of the tasks available to them

may not reinforce and/or p'rmit ;nteraction among' the students. This

result also illustrtres the multiple functions that observational data of

this type can serve. The observational data provided us with the forma-

tive evaluation information of our instructional-learning content, as well

As information about the instructional-learning management system.

Another important input from the observational data concerned the

teacher-student interactions. While the frequency of interaction helwgen/

the teacher and students did not increase, student waiting time decreased,

The results can he interpreted as an indicator of the effectiveness of

the Self-Scule System to achieve our objectives--to cut student waiting

time to a minumum and to enable the teacher to have a maximum amount _

of interaction. Although the data do not zhow an increase in the frequency

of teacher- studevi. interaction as we have hypothesized, we have reason

to believe that the amount of time per interaction involved has increased

under ihe Self-Schedule System. Another implication that our data sug-

gest Is that an increase in the raft of task contpletion is the result of an

increase in the amount of time per interaction, rather than in the frequency

Y.
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of interactions. A system designed to promote frequency (the rate)of

teacher-student interaction, theorttically, should look very different
from a system designed to promote extended interaction between the

teacher and student.

Summary.

This pilot study has shown that classroom observational data can
contribute to the formative evaluation of the instructional model, as well
as to the formative evaluation of the learning processes and outcomes of
individual students. The data obtained for the six students included in

," the intensive samples provided us with pertinent information about dif-
' ferential effects that the management system'can .,ave on individual

students. To achieve our goal of providing a truly adaptive learning

environment that takes into consideration all aspects of individual tu-
dent learning needs, information about the effects of certain types of
%structional-learning management systems is a prerequisite.

The following summary of interview comments by the teachers
who were aware of the type of information we obtained from the observa-
tional study illustrates thi. point:

The teachers spent quite a bit of time discussing the different
ways that kids respond to their learning tasks. They found
that some students consistently chose to work on extended
learning tasks first, and prescriptive learning tasks later.
Other'; do prescriptive learning tasks first and extended
learni-nr tasks later. Still others intersperse the two.
They have noticed that students who have the most energy
and are most likely'to be'"messing around" are the ones
who spend the most time 'n extended learning activities.
This "energ"y' dimension seems to cut across academic
ability or at least academic standing. They discussed
specific students and how they fit into these general pat-

'., te..s. Ti.ey stated " .' . . students who are really task
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oriented and are not too fast, like D and E, extended learn-
.

ing Used to end' at approximately 2:10 or 2:20 and they woulrP
barely get into extended learning activities before the da'y It."

was over. . , . Rut they were task (prescriptive task) ori-
ental, and they would just do that first . . . R has been doing
her two.math boxes very quickly in the morning and fwill say
something like 'Oh, good: now you can get your reading done,'
and she will say, 'No, t'm going to extended learning activi-
ties now, and thenI'm doing-my reading becau4e that's the
way I'm doing. things now.' , . The students who would..
spend a lot of time in extended learning cover a range; B
and T would happily leap around all day and so would S and
I) who are at the other end as far as ability and what kin' of
work they have done. . . .'Tike T . . . we can see he will
get his work done. He will work on two boxes at a-time.
He is-not going to wait for us to come arou.M., . That
is wasting too much time; he cannot get done fast enough.
. . ." The teachers also talked about the'importance of
interactions among students as an important measure of
the,success of an activity, in addition to the appropriate-
ness 6f an activity for a particular student. They expressed
their pleasure at seeing M and T working together on build-
ing projects. They felt that M was having a unique learning
experience building with the much more veitbal T. They
valued P's '-iterest in listening to the record play,er, R
teaching others how to knit, students playing a card game
together, complex block constructions from T, clay crea-
tions from M, arid sensory play with seeds for T.

ft is exciting to know that teachers can have information regarding

the student's distinct stylistic differences in the ways they carry out

learning tasks. Such information is a useful contribution to work on

adapting instructi,onal- learning processes to individual differences.

The information forces the teacher to pay attention to the processes

used by the individual student, rather than locking only at outcomes.

The results of the study clearly suggested the potential usefulness

of the olubervational techniques in obtaining pertinent evaluation informa-

tion. The observational data provided us with the. information We needed
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o investigate the'relationship between the' instructional-learning system(s)
sed '.e.iplement our instructional program in classroom settings, and

what i,.eppens to the student learning processes and student learning out-
comes. However, as I have pointed out in the discussion of results, a

great deal of validation work still needs to be done before wide applica-

tion of the techniques and measures can be used in classrooms using the
1.,1213C Instructional Program and in other classroorns using 'different
instructional approaches.

As we develop reliable and valid techniques and measures to exam-
ine. the classroom learning processes and outcomes, and as we are able
to obtain more formative evAtation information a's I have described, we
will be getter equipped to design a learning program and learning environ-

ent that will be adaptive to the multiplicity of factors and student charac-
teriscs that affect student learning in school. It should be our objective,
as pro).,riim developersi to provide teachers with techniques to help them
to diagn se individual differences and needs of their students in dimen-
sions othe than academic achievement. Developers should also equip
teachers with wars to make some of the program objectives more con-
crete.. We will be able to make the difficult job of teaching in an indi-
vidualized instructional program less difficult and more explicit_to the
teacher only when we can clearly define the instructional-learning manage-
ment system, the learning conditions, and what we can expect to observe
in the nature of the interrelationship between teacher behavior, the ,instrue-

managcment system, and student behavior.
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LEARNM: ACTIVITIES IN

INDIVIDUALLY PRESCRIBE)) INSTRUCTION i

O

Joseph Shimron

Learning Research and Development Center

University of Pittsburgh

A teajor goal of the Primary Education Project 1113E11 and

PO's'cribed Instruction (11')) programs (see appendix A) is to

`adapt the educational system to individual differences. The extent to

which this adaptation occurs is under continuous study and evaluation.

The major purt.oses of this: pilot study were: (I) to determine whether

or not distinctive patterns of behavior exist for students of different

learning characteristics (e.g., leatning rate), and (Z) whether or not

and the deg rev to witch did' (PI sSrstem succeeds in adapting its instruc-

tional procedures to these behavior patterns.

Method

Measures of Ad4Ttability. The question posed is how well the IPI

system actually adapts to individual differences. In order to measure
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Office of Education to the Leal.ning., Research and Development Center.
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adaptability, one can observe rates of progress and mastery time. On
can also measure general achievement and changes of aptitudes. These
measures are very useful in comparing the academic achievement pro-
duced by IPI to that produced by other systems. l3oth Resnick (1967)
and I.indvall and liolvin (1966) have predicted that under an individualized
instructional system, students will show a higher level of achievement
compared with'students studying under traditional instruction. This gain
is attributed to the better match that this system achieves between the$
curriculum and the students' knowledge, needs, and interests. Never-
theless, measures of academic achievement alone provide no information
about the degree to which instructional procedures adjust to individual
differences which are expressed in actual classroom behavior.

In this study, it was first assumed that in an adaptive system of
education, individual differences along cognitive and noncognitive dimen-
sions could freely develop. The . 'I system not a full range "open"
system Since children follow a prescribed order of learning units. Never-
thless, the fact that children can complete the units-at their own pace,
and the fact that they do not benave in a permanent teacher-controlled
situation (as in the traditional classroom), m ke IPI open enough to allow
for individual differences to be expressed.

Second, it was assumed that if individual differences are actually
expressed, it should be possible to detect them by, for example, obser-
vational methods. These observational methods may show how different .

kinds of students behave and how they interact with their peers, teachers,
and other factors in the educational setting.

The clues hon remains as to wnat aspects elf behav4,or best indicate
.adaptability. Two assumptions about adaptability were`ere made in this
study. lite first is that adaptability of the currtculum to individual dif-
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ferences can be detected by measuring the students' on-task/off-task

behavior. If the curriculum is well matched tb individual differences
o

(by the curriculum builder and by the classroom teacher), slow and fast

students should not differ in the amount of time they spend in on-task

bel..:ior, he that prescribed, mutually agreed upon with the teacher, or

self-initiated task.

The second assumption is that adaptability of the teacher to

vidual needs can be detected by measuring the number of teacher-student

interactions. The circumstances under which these interactions take

place (e.g., on-task or off-task) is also impor'an'. In general, it is

assumed that there should not be a difference in the availability of the

teacher to either slow or fast students. Occasionally, however, when.

there istan apparent need to compensate for a disabili'y evidenced in the

learning progress of a slow student, it is expected that the leacher-'will

initiate encounters with the student in order to assist his learning efforts

and to provide extra emotional support and reinforcement.

From the assumptions made above, it can be seen that characteris-

tics of adaptability can be defined in terns of two dimensions: the task-

related dimension and the interpei:sonal dimension.

Three possible kinds of task-related learning were defined: direct

on-task behavior, task-oriented behavior, and off-task behavior, Direct

on' -task behaviors included activities in which the student seemed to be

occupied by his tasks (e.g:, reading, writing, game playing, counting).

The task - oriented category included activities closely related to on-task

behavior though out considered as direct on-task behavior (e.g., waiting,

arranging an assignment). Such activities could indicate learning ten-

dency or root i va t ton. Activities in which no relation to task performance

was apparent were included in the off-task category.
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The second behavioral dimension specified the types of behavior
engaged in by the student while performing direct on-task, task-oriented,
and off-task activities. Three types were defined: no interpersonal
interactions, dyadic interactions (student-student, student-teacher), and
group interactions.

These two dimensipns were combined into a matrix from which
categories of observed behavior were derived (see Figure I). Not all
cells of the matrix were measured, however, since not all combinatiorfs'
of behavior can occur under the IPI system.

Subjects. The subjects for this pilot study. were eight second-grade
students from the Frick School, an inner -city school that is associated

t P'withthe Learning Research and Development Center. Four o the stu-
dents had mastered the largest number a curricular unitsyd v4re th
clastified as '''fast." The other four had mastered the least num r of
units and were designated as "slow."

Apparatus. In order to record the different amount of ttmo spent
in each category of behavior, a graphical recording device with a remote
control butto1.1 box was employed. This device enabled the observer to
position himself at any point in the classroom.

Procedure

('he observations in this pilot study took place in the winter of
in or of the second-grade classrooms in Frick School. There

were la students in this classroom. Observations were taken during
the mbrning Floors (from 0:3(1 to 11:30). During these periods, one
teacher or aide "traveled" ar.nung the students tutoring those who
reque.ited help, while the other provided assfstance to a student or
;coups of students -for more extended periods of time. Half of the
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studnts ua the t '- 1. .s. rs..11 pr s, t t is. t its other half sss
reading. lhe flk s worke , tilt math worked on
and vice versa, cstrs . tls, oists were shelved i,tainst the waits a,: a,
the students could independ-tel. walk to the shelves and pick up hi, /h,.,.
appropriate task.. lit Itustent - were also aware of how to arrange 1h.
materials fur 'teat s.ue. ;is reorisanize them after they were throssgt
and how to rests- L. .as.- 4, they were available to othelss,

Only one ,ss Ass, shit rved at a time. though each stticlni v ,ss;

observed five tiro. trim; the -Tidy. .The percentages of agristrent
between the two obser.ers were checked by vidwitape equiplinettl and

r
found to be between 4 and 'II percent. In order to control for smbjt
matter effect, obserat ons were made an equal nitoiber of times when
the students o.re sraltine math and reading. Similarly, the effect of a
pa rticular !vac her v.sa- .also c ont rolled, .( Two persons, as it is explained
above, were guidino idents-.the main teacher and the aide, although
only one was in contact with the student at a tune.)

R S ally and s iotl

The retits presented below c orb etit r:ste on: (II characteristics-4
of slow and fast students v.lien they worked individually, haracterts-
tics of student -teat her interaction of slow and fast students, and (A)
characteristics of the peer interactions of slow and fast students.

Individual itomain. Tables I and .1. show th, results m those c ate-
gories in which the individual does not interact with either peers or a
teacher, On the average, the fast student spent twice as much till
working on his assignment than the slow one. "the number of ot curl.,
of on-tsk behasimr, however, was about the same, the percentage us
time spent in direct off task behavior by slow students was twice that
spent by tiny fast OM's, froth the slow And the faso students spent about
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the same amount of time arranging assignments. The number of waiting

occurrence; was significa4tly higher for fast students.

As noted above. the fast student worked more and idled less than

the slow one. If our first aAtirt;ption that curriculum adaptability can be

detected.from mea,survs of on-task behavior is correct, this result indi-

cates that the present curriculum is not equally adaptive to the entire

range of individual differences. The tern) curriculum is used here in

its broadest senge. It is not just tho,,instructional unit or a sequence of

units. bitt also the kind of decisiodinade by the teacher about presenting

a 'Specific curriculum unit- to a particular student. If it can be assumed

'hat 4 he teacher g made the right decisions within the context of

what could possibl be done. curriculum ,developers should then recog-

diva., the limit s of The present ciirriCidumto attract and hold the attention

of different students.

In any case, it seems that it is not the theory of the "prope; match."

but rather the actual' present attempt to.approximate that match with a

wide range of individual differences which needs to be reconsid14
Several r..itsons can account for this situation: (I) sonic students (slow

,1 ()hes) require mori gradual sequencing; (Z) some prerequisites for

achieving the task:, may not be previously obtained; (3) differences in

interests a re 'not met by the present curriculum: and (41 available cur-

riculum units are not varied enough to equally attract, all students.

The fact that both the slow and the fast students spi.tt about the

same percentage of time in arranginp assignownts may indicate that

this amount (about 14 percent) is a characteristic of the IPI procedure

rather than a difference between slow and fast students. Interestingly,

With regard to this category, the standard deviation among the slow

soj..nt!.k wa 1,rce times higher than 11 IIa. among the fast ones. It ghuuld

be remembered 'Itat slow students have, in fact, less cause for spending

4,
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time in arranging assignments since they master fewer unit's in a period
of time. Therefore, it seems that being busy with arrangements may
have more than one purpose for some of the slow students. Perhaps
making arrangements becomes an end in itself or, perhaps, some of
the slow students are hampered by the need to arrange their assignmentsA

With regard to "waiting" time, the difference fottild between slov.
and fast students was in the number of occurrences of waiting behavior
(but not the total amount of time 'spent waiting), This difference is nrst
surprising if one remembers that fast students master more units, and\
that any progress to a new unit mustfbe approved by the teacher. More- \\,
over, the fast students not only master More units, they also face more .

points of novelty and difficulty; they probably are less reluctant to request
help from the teacher, and are rnorL oriented toward academic achieve-.
ment. It thus seems that- one should expect the fast students to exhibit
more waiting behavior.

Student-Teacher InteractiOns. The frequency of interactions for
giving general attention was less than I p. nt in the behavior of .both
slow and fast students, and thus is not included in the tables. The jape-

"quest occurrence of this behavior may indicate that disciplinary problems
were tinconin,ni in this partictilai classroom. This finding is in accord-
ance with the general belief that in individualized instruction, in which
every pupil is free to work at his own pace, there is a minimal q'Vecl to
control or to discipline students.

The number of occurrences of student-teacher interactions which
coner6nedon-task activity was significantly higher with regard to the ,

fast students compared to the slow ones. (See Table 3. ) This finding
is apparently a result of the previously mentioned higher fate of "waiting"
frequencies among fast students. If this analysis is corr-tct, it c,ah be
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said that teacher behavior in this classroom is in accordance with the
principles of adaptive education. i.e., the teacher is responsive to the
apparent needs for help. There are, however, two points of concern.
First, if teacher behavior is a simple function of students' requests,
the teacher, then, does not initiate interactions with slow students who
may otherwisnot request help. There is some evidence (Klein, Roden.
Gentile, Resnick, Reynolds. It; Bachmeyer. t97Z) that increasing the
number of interactions between teachers and slow students results in
higher on-task behavior. These interactions probably have an important
reward effect on the student.

Sec'incl, as might be otherwise predicted, there is no evidence
from the data gathered in this study of teachers favoring particular
kinds of students. The fact that fast students had significantly higher
frequencies,of teacher guidance can be explained, as indicated above,
by teachers' respon.'siveness to the greater number of requests for help
from the fast students. In the psychological literature, some psycholo-
gists have asserted that favoritism does exist. For example, Rosenthal
and Jacobson (1968) and Goodand Brophy (1969) claimed that teachers'
expectations of student performance function as self-fulfilling prophecies,

such that positive teacher expectations tend to increase student perform-,
ance. Good and Brophy found in the traditional classroom "pro-active

teacher bt;ha's7iorthat goes beyond the objeCtive differences among the
children and suggest that teachers may be enhancing these differences
a h .r than reducing them through compensation technique." Again,

I

even gh this study did hot concentrate on this particular question,
the evil nce gathered does not substantiate a claim of teachers' favori-
tism.

Student-Student Interactions. The remarkable finding in this
domain is that occurrences were recorded in the "dialogue with'neighbor"
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category in the off-task dimension (see Table 4), but almost no peer

activity was recorded in the on-task categcvies (''belp other student"

and "guided by student"). Apparently, the WI system has not yet made

pr,z4isions (at least in this particular classroom) for peer tearniett and

peer tutoring whereby students can help each other to cookrate in a

common learning task.

Nevertheless, both slow and fast students spent about the same

ainount of time in dialogues of the off -task kind (between 10.14i) 15 percent

of their time). This is'not a negligible amount of time and might'indicate

a real heed for social interaction, a need that does not change dra'stically

elitn among academically motivated students. It might be helpful, there-

fore. to channel some of these social interactions into the learning op-

task domains.

Group Activities. The degree of social activity (see TaLtle 5)

which involved more than simple dialogue was very low for both fastt.

and slow students. The total percentage of time spent in this.activity

was about I percent. On the.average, the number of interactions that

occurred in 20 minutes of observation was less than ones and4there

were no significant differences between slow and fast students in this

respect. There are two possible explanations. First, more social

activity goes on in the classroom in the afternoon than in the morning

when the observations were made. Secon.S. math and reading are the

only subjects studied totally on an individual basis.,

Summary and Educational Implications i

It appears that'the observational system employed in this pilot

study is sensitive to individual differences since the results clearly

show two distinct patterns of behavior for. slow and fast students. These
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findings permit deiscussion about the way the educational system adapts
itself to some aspects of individual differences.

It is often asked how to explain the slow progress of some students:
Is it because the slow,,004jent works slowly or because he simply works
less A major finding of this Study clearly indicates that much of the
-variance in the behavior of slow and fast students can be attributed to
the fact that the slow students spend less of their time in on-task activi-
ties. If this finding is universally true, it should be faced by curriculum
developers, instructional designers, and all others for whom adaptive
education is a major concern. The display of curriculum of adaptive
education (see Resnick. 1972) should vary in such a way that all kinds
of students find it highly attractive.

In the classroom observed in this study, much of the control of
the teachers' time was left to the students themselves. in such a situa-
tion. the fast students will always interact more often with the teacher.
If adaptive education were to become compensatory for those who come
to the school with obvious disadvantages, one would expect teachers to

plan their activities in such a way that interactions with slow students
will not depend on student initiative alone. Perhaps cne way of achieving
this would be to provide the type of data gathered in this study to teachers

so that they can plan the distribution of their time in a manner which is
more sensitive to individual needs.

Since the findings of this study showed that the fast student worked
longer, idled less, and r ceived the teachers' help more frequently, one
may conclude that the system favors the fast student. Nonetheless, it
should be reinembered that the production of the fast student, in terms
of the number of units mastered, is found on the average to be three

times higher than that of the slo'w.,student. Hence, if the total amount of

97
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time spent in each category is divided by th rhimber of units nastcrcd

during the period of observation, eve-ry difference found in the study will

simply change its direct ion. That is, when totalamount of time spent

in each category is divided by the number of units mastered in this same

titiw. the (at student appears to spt'n4 relatively less time in on-task

behavior in terms of time per unit. and has the teacher's guidance less

frequently. What emerges from this analysis is that in terms of educa-

tional 'cost." the slow student is much more costly to the system. Con-

sc'qut'ntly. it might be sa id that the lPl system (as well as many others)

invests more n the education of the slow student than the faqt one.

And, uinUly. the IPI system, as many other early education

projects. has a generally high adult-to-student ratiG. Yet, even this

high ratio cannot satisfy the students' demand (or teacher guidance.

lloth slow and fast students spend- about 10 percent of their time waiting

for the teacher. They spend more time waiting thaa being guided and

the number of times they indicate waiting is persistently higher than the

number of times they receive the teacher's attention. If there is no way

to increase the adult-to-student ratio, maybe alternatives ought to

cunsidered. one of which is for the students to help each other. Another

way to solve the guiding problem is to increase self-controlled tasks

(Wang, l73} which presumably rt'uire less teacher intervention fo

some of the students.
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A DEVELOPMENTAL STUDY OF

GROUP FORMATION IN CHILDREN1

Donald M. Omark and Murray S. Edelman

Committee on airman D6yelopment

University of Chicago

When they start school children frequently confront large numbers
of peers for the first time. During a relatively short period of time
children establish a position for themselves within their classroom,
make friends, and learn to cooperate with others. An ethological
approach to the analysis of this process would suggest that the ways in
which children begin integrating themselves into classroom social struc-
tures should show phylogenetic similarities with the social interactions

performed by the Itrveniles of other primate species. These similarities
could occur on tne levels of: (II gestures expressed toward peers, (2)
the amount and type of physicainteraction, (3) spacing patterns and
activity levels, and 14) the total organiiation of grcelp structures.

In tracliti.,nal ethological studies, the research procedures would
include making detailed records of particular behay.ior patterns. These
patterns would be described in terms of their phyqical attributes without
any motivational causes being ascribed to them. The total set of patterns

1

The results reported in this study were supported in part by the
United States Office of Education and the National Institute of Education
The opinions expressed are not to be taken as reflecting the view of either
the Office of Education or the National Institute of Education.



or behavioral characteristics would constitute an "ethogram" of the

species being Studied. A variety of individuals within a species would

beinvestigated, e.g., young,. adult, male, female, and the portion of

the ethogram performed by the various individuals would be noted...

Sequences of action and response between individuals would also be

inyestigated and then used to generateohypotheses about the relation- .

ships between actions and between the individuals performing them-
.:

(cf. Murton Jones, 1972). The basic methodology within this apilroadi

is naturalistic observation and the fineness of detail is dependent on the
.

particular recording devices us cl, e.g. , observing, filming, video-
11 '

c.

taping, etc.

The behavioral characteristics that emerge from ethological

studies would be expected to constitute behavioral elements that, to

some larger or small6r extent, are: (I) universal to the species,
' r

(2) exhibit uex differences, and (3) exhibit individual differences result-

ing from particular genetic constitutions and/or particular environmental

experiences. Behavioral repertoires of species s,,tpuld contain some ele-

ments of behavior that exhibit phjrlogenetic continuities, and some ele-

ments that are species specific. The first meets adaptations that ere

necessary for suritrival across species encountering broad similarities

in environmental situtations., while the second reflects adaptations to ,

the species historically specific environment, For example, vocaliza-,

tions such as crying might be expected to occur throughout the thammalian

phylum as a signal indicating that severe,senvironmental pressures are

being experienced by the infant, and that he requires the mother's atten-

tion. But crying as a component of:loneliness would not be expected to

occur in those species which experience regular predator pressures and

where the infant maybe left alone for extended periods of time (e.g.,

rabbits, deer, etc. ). Thus selective pressures will elicit or suppress
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behaviors in species experiencing different environmental siteations.

Learned or conditioned behaviors are then modifications, of this basic

repertoire, but th?se behaviors are always limited by the possible set
of behaviors that the organism is capable of performing.

The/sanie ethological methods and perspectives are used in the
study of human behivior. From the literature on primates, the human
ethologist obtains dues about what to look for. In the present study,
the-approach of proceeding from data to determination of patterns to

generation of hypotheses was reversed because of the extensive primate
literature which exists. This literature indicates that the process of
forming dominance hierarchies among peer groups may also occur in
children. Children's Concept of the social organization of their world
was dierminect by asking the children about it. First the children's
free play activities were observed to determine if their group strt . .s

were similiar to those found in primates and, hence, could lead to hier-

archical iiocial structures which might be presumed to resemble those
found in primate troops.

Rationale

A basic feature of social structures in primate troops is the
dominant e hiera rct.y. This hierarchy is a linear or quasi-linear arrange-
ment of individuals that provides d'fferential access to portions of the
environment. It may also provide a locus of attention within, which cer-

Lain individuals can Einction as troop leaders, and it definitely provides

a group structure whichminirnizes inter-individual conflict. One of the

problems facing the young as they grow and develop is to be able to

establish and maintain a position within this hierarchy.

103
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A similar problem appears to face -human children. For eventual

functioning within adult society they would'need to first be able to estab-

lish and maintain contact with their peers. For each child this involves

being able to recognize relationships among peers, and making a place

for himself within these interaction networks. Of perhaps greatest impor-

tance in this process of moving toward others is for a child to be able to

maintain a high feeling of self-esteem until his position within his social

world is fairly secure.

In this study, phylogenetic continuities were sought between pat-

terns of social interaction in children and other primates. The interac-

tions examined were then presumed to affect the children's perceptions of

their peers. In particular, the children were questioned to find out if -

dominance hierarchies occurred within their, classes, and what the develop-
/

mental changes were in these hierarchical structures. Four hundred

fifty children from a private middle-class school were observed and

tested. They ranged in age from nursery school through third grade. A

variety of methods were used but because of time limitations only three

will be described; (1) group size, (2) nearest neighbor data (collected on

the playground), and (3) a hierarchy test (given in the classroom).

Playground Observations

A total of 435 children, enrolled in preschool through grade three

of a single school, served as subjects for the present study. Two different

observational methods were developed for the study, and the two Observers

employed for the study were specially trained to use these observation

methods.

The first methodgroup size--involved watching the playground

for a few minutes to see which children were moving together in games
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4or other activities, and then scanning the playground from right to left
recording all of the groups as they occurred. Children moving together,
e.g., as 'in a game of dodge ball, were courted as being in a group. Chil-

\
dren stationary, but within one meter of another child, were cognted as
being together, even if they were not interacting. A child standing alone
was counted as a group of s'.ze one.

The second methodnearest neighbor-- recorded individual
spacing patterns and modes a interaction (Kummer, 1968; Sommer,
1969). A scoring sheet was used and is included in Appendix E of this
paper (see Criteria for Observations). In particular, the four categories
of behavior that were recorded on the sheets were (1) the first, second,
and third neighbor of the child being observed, (2) the relative distance
between the child and each of his neighbors, (3) the type of interaction, if
any, occurring between the child and his neighbors, and (4) the activity
level of the child during a portion of the observation period. A first neigh-
bor is defined as the child spatially closest to the child being observed,
the second neighbor as second closest, etc.

The obseryation period for each class was the morning recess
period, 15 to nniinutes in length. The classes tended to stagger their
rycess periods so that normally an entire class could be observed without
((Allusion. When the children were of more than one grade level the size
differential between the children permitted recording to continue. In the
few instances when more than one class of the same level were on the play-
ground th, children were recorded as being in kindergarten, first grade,
etc., and not-, in a particular class.

to be sure of observing each child, the number of boys and
girls in a Has:: were noted as they came onto the playground. The child
to be observed wat; selected by dividing the playground into two halves.
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A boy and a girl were observed on one half, and then a girl and a boy we're

observed on the other half. A short description was made of.each child

so that he or she would not be observed twice: The child was selected,

watched for approximately ten seconds to familiarize the observer with

the situation, and then the child's interactions, distance from neighbors,

etc., were recorded for the next 15-second period. The distance covere,th-/
the activity level of the child--was recorded during the subsequent 301

second period.

This present study Was an attempt tp relate children's group-

ing tendencies to the actions performed by other ground dwelling primates.

The types of interaction which occurred on the playground are grouped

categories of behavior rather than descriptions of finely detailed physi-

cal movements as found in an ethogram. Thee are two reasons for this

procedure. First, the broad,patterns, together with the children's per-

ceived hierarchies, would be sufficient to generate hypotheses atilt* both

children's and primates' group behavior that could be examined in more

detail later. Second, an ethogram is meant to be a nearly exhaustive

portion of an organism's behavioral repertoire. Hence, the preparation

of one is fairly time-consuming. Since the rules of data collection require

that the definitions of the behavior patterns be complete before data col-

lection begins, the present study served as, a time for preparing the

2 The logic behind this "rule" is that the apparent first appear-

ance of a new behavior pattern in the middle of a study might lead one to

want to begin recording its occurrence, use it for showing differences

between groups, etc. In fact, it might have appeared earlier but it sim-

ply took some time before the investigator became aware of it. Hence,

its sudden inclusion might weigh against a group where it had occurred

but had not been noticed. scoring from filmed records obviates this

problem.
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ethogram while collecting 3ther data that could be immediately analyzed.
The ethogram was then used on a subsequent study. The categories of
behavior listed under "Criteria for Observations" (see Appendix E) were
chosen to be broad enough to give a feeling of what occurs on the play-
ground while still indicating areas where sex and age differences might
he profitably explored with the finished ethogram. These later results
are now in preparation. (For human ethograms already completed, the
reader is referred to Blurton Jones, 1972, and McGrew, 1972.)

Results of the playground observations. In the grades after
nursery school, the boys' groups were larger than the girls' groups
(Table 1). This was both in term's of the maximum and average Ynember-
ship of the groups (p < .05). The average size of the groups increased
for both sexes as they matured, but the boys' rate of increase was highet.
The maximum size of the boys' groups continued to increase across the
grades, while the girls appeared to have a maximum of five or six chil-
dren at any grade level. The very large boys' groups usually contained
a few girls, and in those classes where the children were known to the

observer those girls tended to be near the top of the girls' hierarchy.

Table 2 shows that boys played with boys, while girls tended
to be near girls. Boys were the three nearest neighbors of boys in 48.5
to 74.0 percent of the observations; the girls, similarly, had girls as
neighbors in 48.5 to 69.9 percent of the observations across the grades
from ,fuirsery school to second grade. Girls were also near teachers for
a siAnificantly larger percent of the observations than were the boys
(p < .005). For both sexes, contact with an adult declined steadily with

increasing age; the largest decrease occurred after nursery school where
over 20 percent of the observations showed both sexes near a teacher.
The high percent of time nursery school children were near teachersmay
be due in part to their also being observed inside during "free tirrielt"

on-
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Physical internetion, such as playful wrestling, holding hands,

or throwing a ball to oneanother, increases with age for both sexes, but

t, it reaches a peak for boy.s.earlier than for girls (Table 3). Agressive

and verbal encounters were recorded separately. Boys were found to be

significantly more aggressive than girls across the grades (p .009)

with peaks in kindergarten and first grade, while girls were more verbal

than boys at all grades (p < .005).

For all grades from nursery school through second grade the

boys were more active (p < . 05). Boys also maintained a greater dis-

tance between themselves and other children (p < .05), and between

themselves and any teachers present on the playground. If opposite sex

neighbors happened to occur they were significantly farther apart than

same sex neighbors (p < .001).

In general, the playground groups of young children were found

to be like the social interactions which occur among ground-dwelling

primates. The boys gathered in larger and more active groups than did

the girls. Boys played with boys, while girls played with girls. The

girls also associated with adult females more frequently than did the.'

boys. The boys were more aggressive but, as with some julenile female

primates, some of the girls could be found in the rough-and-tumble boys'

groups (Kummer, 1968).

Hierarchy Test

The existence of dominance hierarchies in primate troops is

generally inferred from the physical encounters which occur between

troop members. The recording of aggressive encounters on the play-

ground only indicated that boys fought more than girls. A hierarchy could

not be derived from these observations because the individual children
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involved were not recorded. Instead of making more detailed observa-

tions, we questioned the children about the dominance hierarchy which

they perceived within their classrooms. The basic question asked was,

"Who is the toughest`' "3 Two different,forms of the test were used

depending on the age of the children.
.

In nursery school and kindergarten the children were photo-

graphed and snapshot size pictures were made of each child. On the day

ofthe test each child was individually taken out into the hall. He was

shown the photographs of his classmates, placed horizontally on a bench

or on the floor. The photographs were arranged in alphabetical order

by first name.

The instructions were: "I'm going to ask you some questions

about your classmates. The first question is aboitt toughness. Now

what is another word for tough9" (If the child had trouble answering,

he was told, "Do something tough.") Now let us look at the first child

in the row. If that child is tougher than you, turn his picture over."

After the child acted, the experimenter made sure he understood the

question. The experimenter then repeated the question with each pic-

ture until he was confident that the child understood the task. Then he

said, "Now continue on down the row, turning over the picture of each

child that is tougher than you."

From first grade through third grade a paper and pencil test

was used. The children's names were listed alphabetically down the

side of a sheet of paper. The paper was cut so that tabs with each child's

3 Other questions were: "Who is the smartest, nicest, and
has the most friend0" Of these, "toughest" had the earliest and highest
dyadic agreement. Research is continuing in this area.
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name could be easily torn off. The children were also given a sheet of
paper with the numbers one through the size of the class listed down the
left-hand side. The children were told to "Look through the list of names
and tear off the name of the child who is the very toughest in the class.
Place that name beside the number one. Now look through the list and
find the next toughest child and place that name beside the number two,"
etc.

Results of the hierarchy tests. The distribution of children
across a dominance hierarchy results in boys being placed near the top,
girls near the bottom, and considerable overlap in the middle (Table 4).
fiis is the same pattern found iri many primate troops (Carpenter, 1964).
As can be seen in Table 4, the configurations of the hierarchies change
with ags.

The basic unit of analysis for the hierarchy test was the dyad
of established dominance. The percent of dyadic agreement was formed
by taking tbose pairs where both children agreed on who was the dominant
child and dividing by the possible dyads from the class. For example, if
John said that Bill was "tougher" than John, and Bill said that Bill was
"tougher" than John, this pair was said to be an established dyad on
"toughness."

Following the ages suggested by Piaget, it was hypothesized
that the school age child (age 7, first grade in our sample) could readily
perceive a hierarchical relationship and, lit nce, would have a higher
dyadic agreement than the preschool child. This was tested on the kin-
dergarten through third grade sample. In examining all of the possible
dyads within each class it was found that there was a highly significant
linear trend (F z 79.2, p G .0001). The largest jump in agreement on

relative status occurred between kindergarten (40 percent) and first
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grade (62 percent). This large increase in percent of dyadic agreement
corresponded to a similar increase on a smaller sample where the ander-
lying cognitive level was measured (see Edelman, 1973). Children
seemed to develop a consistent perception of their dominance structure '

at the same time as they were developing the logical operations of seria.;.
tion and transitivity.

The peak in aggressive encounters on the playground for he
boys extended across kindergarten to first grade, and the children's per-
ceptions of dominance relationships appeared to follow from this experi-
ence. As discussed elsewhere, the younger nursery school children
fought much less and were almost unable to form a hierarchy (Edelman &

.Omark. 1073a). They gave extremely self-centered responses, almost
always placing themselvs first or second in any hierarchy, bur experi-
ences in kindergarten and first grade seemed to structure their percep-
tins in a way that substantiate c! the view that a dominance hierar by
existed within each classroom.

From the result s of the primate studies, it was hypothesized
that most agreement on "toughest" would be boy-girl pairs followed by
boy-boy pairs and then girl-girl pairs. This hypothesis was clearly
confirmed by the results. !toy-girl pairs had an agreement of 69,4 per-
cent. In pairs had an agreement of 54.0 percent, and girl-girl
pairs had tie. 7 percent. The difference between cross-sex dyads and
boy dyads was significant (F 16.5, p 4. . 0 0 0 8 ) , as well as the differ-

ence bptween boy-boy and girl-girl dyads (F' 7 5.02, p < .036).

On ttie playground, boys were found to play with boys, and
girls played with girls: The boys were also in larger groups and more

Ili
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frequently involved in rough-and-tumble play, while the girls quietly

talked in groups of twos and threes. Hence, the boys were seen as tougher

than the girls, and they appeared to have worked out the status relation-

ships among each other more completely. Considering the aniount of

involverr4ent within same sex groups, it was rather surprising to find -

that each sex could produce the same hierarchy for the opposite sex as

that sex produced for itself.

The children were scored for their accuracy of perception.

The percent accuracy of perception me4sured each child's perception of

dominance in those pairs of established dominance of which he or she

was not a member (number of corneC( Choices of the dominant child in

the dyad of established dominance divided by the total onmber of dyads

where agreement occurred). Although.thtere were differences in dyadic

agreement azong the different sex pairings there Wag no difference in

the percent accuracy of perception for these sex pairings (F = 1. 17).

Not only did boys and girls have a similar level of agreement

about their own sex group, but the rank orders produced by each of the

sex groups were highly correlated. The average correlation in a class

between the average rank orders produced by the boys and the order pro-

duced by the girls when ranking the boys was 0.86 and when both groups

ranked the girls the average correlation was 0.79.

Therefore, although the males were more involved in working

out their dominance relationships with each other and, hence,. have a

more clearly defined dominance order, the girls can perceive the domi-

nance relations of both boys and girls as accurately as can the boys.

This finding supports the parallel to primate social structure suggested

by Chance and Jolly (1q70) that stable group functioning is dependent upon

all m..mbers of the group paying attention to the dominant members:
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Over rating

Entrance into a dominance hierarchy would not appear to be an
easy task. As seen earlier, with children, or at least boys, this means
involvement in aggressive encounters and, at best, numerous knocks to
one's.ego. The egocentrisity-crtiiiirsery school children suggests a
means througli which this e? trance may prove tolie less than traumatic.
A, found by MeGrew (1972) in his study of prel,ohoolers,' it did not seem
UkTiatter in terms of children's subsequent behavior whether they lbst
anienentinter to another child of lower status than themselves. A simi-
lar result seemed to occur, at ieast for the boys, in this study.

Children of all ages agreeon their relative status relation-
ships with many of their peers, and their agreement increases with age - -.
f7om virtually no agreement beyond the bey-girl difference in nursery

.
schoul!to 66 percent agreement in third grade. Of the remaining pairs,
both children could say that the other child is tougher, Or each of them
could say that the self was tougher. This latter was termed overrating
and a percent of overrating was formed by taking all of those pairs and
dividing by all of the pairs in which disagreement occurred. Table 5
shows the results. Boys were found to overrate themselves compared
to other boys significantly more than girls overrated themselves com-
pared to other girls (p < .006). Eighty to 90 percent of the boys' pairs
whet disagreement occurred overrated themselves from kindergarten
through third grade. In contrast, the.girls' amount of overrating changed
markedly during this period (K 98 percent, first 28 percent, second z.
59 prcent,. anilthird 81 percent).

For both sexes, the high amount of overrating and low rate of
agreement between pairs in the preschool years reflects the children's
egocentris'im While becoming more accurate in their perceptions of
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self and others as they grow older, the buys maintain an element of ego-
centrism. If I s d011bt about .t relationship, it is decided in favor
of the self. The buy?, c (minim- their peers and if there indeed is a domi-
nance hierarchy, then this overrating would appear to be an important
perceptual characteristic for them because ninny losses may not matter
if the other is seen as being lower in the hierarchy.

tiirls engage only a few others at a time and their hierarchy
isnut as well defined. Their shift from overrating to underrating in
first grade may be their response to adult authority, i. e. , to be "good,"
as well as a withdrawa, from the rough-and-tumble world of the boys- -

a time for watching and learning about others.

Prom second to third grade, both sexes also exhibit tendencies
to overrate. Although this increase was not previously hypothesized,
some basis for explaining the increase can be found in the wok of Piaget.
In his study of moral judgment. Piaget (1965) differentiated between two
attitudes toward following rules. At ages six and seven, the child regards
the rules of the game as fixed and eternal. At a later age, the child
believes that xiilesare morle flexible and that he may influence how they
might get changed. In the case of making hierarchies, the first and
second grade children were trying to report the "correct hierarchy,"
but in third grade the child may have been aware that he or she was
making the hierarchy and could put people anywhere he or she might
wish, When pilot testing the hierarchy test, we foundsthat the younger
children asked if they were "right" after they formed the hierarchy, but
the older children did not ask if they were right. Sometimes the third
graders would put themselves high in the hierarchy and smile impishly,
as though they just wanted to see themselves high.
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Conclusions

Some of the social actions of children fit nicely within a primate

paradigm. This is most evident with sex differences in the size of the

children's groups, their amount of association with an adult, and the

levels of activity and aggressive actions. The children's

dominance hierarchies within their classrooms resemble

derived from the actions of primates.

perceptions of

the hierarchies:.

The boys were found to have more agreemc:.t on theiv/portion

of the hierarchy than the girls, but that boys are tougher titan-'"girls had

even significantly more agreement for both sexes/ Iii mite of the apparent
Lot

lack of contact between the sexes during play,t160oda, the children's

direction of attention included the opposite sex. It was found that each

sex could accurately perceive the hierarchy created by the opposite sex.

Boys were more involved in aggresgive encounters; an apparently neces-
.

sary corollary of this was Matti:x.0' boys overrated their own status posi-

tion. Girls were not as involved in forming hierarchies and showed a

period during which they' underrated themselves.

We are continuing research in the area of the relationship
f,

between coghitive development and children's social experiences. Both

the ability to seriate and to perceive transitive relations would appear to

ttreceive reinforcement from social encounters. If so, then the real world

7..Hof social interactions with peers might be a very necessary part of each

child's educational experience.

From an ethological perspective the interplay between cogni-

tive development and social experit3ncing would be expected to have phylo-
r

genetic as well as individually historic components. Humans and other

primates must interact in a social world so that one would expectLdapta-

tions for adequate survival in relation, o that world to occur through'
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natural selection. In essence, this means that throughout a child's,
development, including his cognitive development; he would be expected
to exhibit characteristic behavior and thought patterns that enable him to
function adequately in the social world with which he interacts at any
particular age.

The way children conceptualize their world at each age level
can then be seen not only in how they manipulate sticks, volumes, or
masses, but also in the way they interact with and perceive their social
world. The amount of agreeMent about one aspect of the children's peer
groups that was found at a very young age indicates that the child's ability
to senate appears as early for social interactions as it does for the
physical world. Another portion of the study indicates that this also
occurs for transitive relations,' and that a great deal of emotional involve-
ment is attached to perceptions of social interactions (Edelman & Omark,
1973b). Agreement about the structure of the social world occurred
where direct interaction was very limited, as in the low level of inter-
action found between boys and girls on the playground. Children's abili-
ties to pay attention to others is viewed as a very necessary adaptation
that enables them to organize and develop their cognitive abilities. The
age changes that occur in these abilities are seen as adaptations that
enable the children to continue to move toward peers without being
swamped by information and experiences that they are not yet able to
assimilate.

If ethology has a message that is relevant for child develop-
ment, it is that a broader perspective needs to be taken when viewing
development. This perspective must include what the child brings to
each encounter with his environment from his phylogenetic past. The
question always posed by a researcher from the ethological approach is:

t.,16



"Why does this child act the way he does?" We find it necessary to

investigate more than immediate cause-and-effect relationships to find .

answers to this question.
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The papers presented at this session exemplify a most encour-

aging trend in research in teaching and learning, and testify both to the

health and the potential of that trend. The trend I have in mind may be

regarded as an increasing emphasis on means (or process) as a focus of

educational research in contrast to ends (or products). We are increas-

ingly interested in "how" rather than "how well" teaching succeeds.

After all, the education enterprise exists solely to maximize the

effectiveness of the educational experiences the individual child has in

school. We all learned in our first education courses that learning

results from the activity of the learner. If this is true, then it would

seem obvious that any successful effort to understand the educational

process must concentrate on what happens to kids in schools while they

are being educated. As one who has always taken this for:granted, I

find it difficult to understand why so little attention is paid to pupil

behavior in so many research studies.

in these five papers, we have five excellent examples of.people
, -

looking for answers where the answers can be found. I am not surprised

to find Omark and Edelman doing this--they come from a discipline that

has characteristically studied phenomena where they happen, with a

directness that looks almost naive. It would be great for educational

research if more of us would take this kind of open-minded look at what

children are doing, instead of trying to prove some pet theory of our own,

as we usually do.
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The rest of our contributors also exemplify what I mean in vari-
ous ways and varying degrees. Each of them shares an interest in what
is happening to pupils. The fact that each has some definite questipn to
ask about what the pupils are doing does not seem to prevent their seeing
what is actually going on. This idea of monitoring the implementation of
an educational innovation at the point at which it is supposed to take effect
(in pupil behavior) is exactly what I am advocating. For half a century,
the great majority of attempts to change education for the better that
were proposed and attempted were evaluated solely in terms of outcomes.
Studies that collected data about whether there was any change in what
the pupils did were the rare exceptions. There is no way of assessing
the number of promising innovations introduced during these years that
were abandoned as ineffective, not because they did not work but because
they were never really tried.

Leinhardt's study is almost a textbook example of how a variety
of techniques already available to anyone who knows enough to use them
can be employed effectively to study the implementation process itself.
The study casts light on problems related to the fact that any innovation
has different effects in different settings, with different teachers, and
with different pupils. Shimron focuses more closely on a single aspect
of process that is indeed crucial in the innovation he is studying; and
the effort pays off. Wang's paper illustrates the role an ongoing examina-'
tion of learner behaviors can play in formatii,e evaluation, enabling the
innovator to shape the implementation in process. Ross and Zimiles
are concerned with the important process of refining an instrument to
increase Its effectiveness for purposes like these.

These papers share a primary dependence on structured obser-
vation instruments, although we hav Jeen, particularly in the work of
Wang and that of Leinhardt, useful applications of other techniques.
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Structured instruments like the one floss And Zimiles are developing

have unique advantages that usually make them preferable to alternative

procedures. The precise, detailed, and objective information they pro-

vide about behavior is their principal strength. Even when designed to

test specific hypotheses, as was tlw case in most of these studies, obser-

vational data may reveal things not suspected by the researcher because

of the quality of the data they yield. In this way, some of the advant.,,es

of the openness.pf the ethologist may accrue --especially with a more

carefully refined instrument like the one !toss and Zimiles are working

toward.

There are two further developments I would hope to see before

too long. To be content with analyzing raw frequencies or percents of

certain types of eventshowever intuitively satisfying it may be--is to

stop far short of full exploitation of the data. The data also constitute

the raw material for a search for structure in human behavior--for

efforts to describe it in tellms of fewer and more powerful, meaningful

dimensions thq are composites of raw frequencies. These are the

stuff that theories at:-e- made on. If human behavior is indeed lawful,

we should constantly be seeking for such laws, and they are to be found

in the uniformities, the commonalities in the detailed items of our /

behavior records.

The second development I look for has to do with realizing The

basic purpose of research, which is to enable a large number of jwople

to reap the benefits of the researcher's experiences. How effectively

this is done depends on how accurately it is possible to communicate

just what happened in a study. Structured observational instruments

are effective research tools mainly because they facilitate more accurate

communication of what happens than alternative procedures do. This
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results from the greater clarity the operational definitions of categories

must possess--in other words, the greater clarity of the language in
which we describe phenomena. Unfortunately, each of us, when he con-
structs his own instrument, is inventing his own language and vocabu-
lary: and he is, therefore, to a disturbing extent, talking to himself.
Every new report requires the reader to learn a riew vocabulary. I

look forward to the day when we have a small nurOer of standardized
observation instruments so that the behavior of pupils observed in many
different settings and studies can be described objectively in comparable
terms. Then our knowledge may begin to grow in geometric rather than
arithmetic inc rements.
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BEST Cal 14"11 DISCUSSION

by

Lauren B. Resnick

Learning Research and Development Center
University of Pittsburgh

The papers in this syMposium use observational techniques for

several different purposes in the evaluation and analysis of educational

environments. They also concomitantly represent the use of somewhat

different methodologies. I would like to begin my discussion with a con-

. sideration of the different purposes of the papers in this symposium,

and then consider some similarities and differences in their methodolo-

gies that seem to be a reflection of these purposes. I will conclude by

considering some general questions concerning the role of observational

methods in educational researchquestions stimulated by the present

papers but not specific to them.

Three of the papers, those by Ross and Zimiles, by Leinhardt,

and by Wang, are explicitly concerned with some aspect of the evaluation

of educational programs. In each case the authors are evaluating their

own programs, or those of close colleagues whose theories of education

they share. The three studies fall along a continuum that correspond-a

roughly to the degree of control exercised by the development team over

the educational program under study. Leinhardt's paper is concerned

with the evaluation of a program as implemented in a wide variety of

school settings, settings over which the developers of the program do

not have specific control. We might call hers a field evaluation study.
a

This concern with evaluation of the program as it operates under rela-

tively uncontrolled field conditions sets limitations on her methodology,
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but at the same time allows a certain breadth of conclusion from her
data that is not possible from studies that are made in fewer or more
controlled settings.

Ross and Zinn les's work represents a move from broad field.
evaluation to cletaijed study of three particular educational environments.
They compare.their own program with a competing or "control" program;
but since they examine two different settings in which their own program
is used. they ar" not concerned strictly with the program's implementa-
non in a given site. Nevertheless, they invest heavily in detailed obser-
vation of a ['v.' classrooms, as contrasted with Leinhardt's much more
generalized observation of a larger number of classrooms. Compared
if) Linhardt's approach. Ross and Zimiles's work is more expensive
and much more likely to give us detailed information on the way in which
t bildren behave in a particular environment, but less likely in its present
form to provide an economically viable instrument for large scale evalu-
ation.

Wang's study takes a still further step toward detailed analysis
of a spific de%eloper-controlled environment. It is concerned with
description and, therefore, evaluation of a specific aspect of a program.
The effort depends upon deliberate modification of the program within a

single classroom in the course of a school year. Like Ross and Zimiles,
Wang studies a broad range of outcomes and, like them, she accepts as
a constraint the t ifficulties of observing in a real setting rather than a
contrived or laboratory setting. Nevertheless, Wang introduces an ele-
ment of experimental control that neither Leinhardt nor Ross and Zimiles
attempt. This is accomplished by use of a "reversal design," in which
a classroom is first studied under normal or "baseline" conditions; a
new program is then instituted, followed by a return to baseline and a
return again to the treatment conditions. This strategy avoids the
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problems of comparing one classroom to another, with the attendant popu-

lation variations. .Rather it allows comparison of one set of classroom

conditions-with another set implemented by the same teacher. with the

same children. Such a study avoids the difficulties of control group corn-
:,

parisons; on the other hand, without extensive replication, it allows us '

to draw few conclusions about the way in which the special treatment under

study--in this case, the self-scheduling systemmight work in settings

other than the single classroom studied.

Shimrun's and Ornark and Edelman's studies are i'iore descrip-

tive and explanatory than v.aluational in intent. Shiniron,'s study takes

on ten even smaller range of behavior, in terms of both sample size and

variables studied, than Wang's. It focuses on individual differences in

the behavior of a small number of children and in the teacher's response

to these children, all within a relatively stable classroom environment.

Shimrun considers the teacher hs part of the general environment within

which' particular kinds or child behaviors take place. He looks for the

patterning in these behaviors, and in this respect his work shares pome

features with Omark and Edelman's. However, having detected behav-

ioral pattprns. Shimron seeks to relate them to academic performance;

in this respect, .he is closest to Leinhardt, who seeks explicitly to meas-

ure classroom behaViors that rnediatz 1,ucces:- in academic learning.

Omark and Edelman's paper, unlike the others in this symposium,

is not concerned with instruction, but with purely social aspects of behav-

ior in school. Their work draws upon a tradition of research that is only

now becoming familiar to psychologists and educators. The ethological

tradition of observation, from which Omark and Edelman's work derives,

is based in biological studies of animal behavior. As a Method for study-

ing children, it brirgs to the study of human behavior some of the biolo-
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gist's concern for detecting patterns of behavior, finding out what chil-
dren are like in specific environments.

Because of its different substantive focus, Omark and Edelman's
work is of primarily methodological. interest in the context of this sym-
posium. Their paper does not describe in detail the methodological
strategies, but instead focuses on specific theories, drawn from animal
observation and now applied to children on the playground and in the
classroom. Lying behind these theories, however, is a body of exten-
sive observational technique and literature. As mentioned in their paper,
observation typically begins with development of an "ethogram," a
detailed description of the sequence of behaviors engaged in by an indi-
vidual. As repetitive patterns emerge, instruments for systematic obser-
vations of particular behaviors are developed. The use of ethological
approaches to observation of children's behavior is well described in
recent books by Hutt (1970) and Blurton Jones (1972). The important
ntessagt of this line of investigation for systematic observation of educa-
tional processes is the stress on detecting patterns of behavior, on
treating early stages of observational workls a time for searching out
patterns of behavior rather than for testing formal hypotheses.

The methods of observation used by.the authors in these five
studies are matched in significant ways to their purposes. Perhaps the
most general point to be made in this respect is that whatever method is
chosen, there is a "trade-off" of some kind to be made; one gains certain
kinds of information at the expense of other kinds. There is no perfect
observational system. Observation is expensive and one therefore
seeks to maximize the kind of information useful for one's purpose in
de' igning and using an observational system, always recognizing that
certain other kinds of information will inevitably be,.losl.
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The result of this ins that none of the studies reported here today,

and I would venture to say thlt no single study likely to be produced in

the coming y ars, represents a perfect or complete examination of

school processes. Yet, each offers something new, either substantively

or methodologically, to our understanding of classroom processes.

What we can reasonably expect over time is that a combination of dif-

ferent approaches, used for different purposes, in different places and

at different times, will gradually allow us to converge on some under-

standing of what the process of educational interaction is like. My corn-

ments on specific studies must be understood in this light. They are

offered not so much to criticize the present studies for their lack of

particular types of information, but rather as a means of pointing out

what each offers and what, in order to offer that, it has had to give up.

A general problem inheren!. in observational study of classroom

behavior is that of cost; this cost needs to be measured in terms of:

(aI time needed for-the observation's to be conducted, (b) reliability both

between observers and over tin/and (c) difficulty of interpretation of

the data gathered. In gener. , I think it is safe to observe that the more

detailed the observation , and the wider the range of'phenomena they

attempt to describe account for, the greater the degree to which they

encounter such c sts. Thus, Wang and Ross and Zimiles encounter

gieater difficulties in establishing reliabilities and in reducing the com-

plex d a_c_c..t_nulate than does Shimron; but Shimton's high relia-

bilit les and temporally extensive information on indivittal children

depend on limiting both the range of behaviors examined and the number

of children observed. Leinhardt, in an effort to keep costs of the vari-

ous kinds mentioned within reasonable bounds for purposes of field evalu-

ation, uses "index measures" to a large degree rather thandirect obser-

vations of the behaviors she is interested in. For example, see is
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intereted inalhe degree to which assignments are individualized. To
,study this question in detail would require closely following the behavior

of inch% idual children over an extended period of time.' She cannot afford
this kind of observation and uses instead a count of how many different
assignments are given in a particular time period. -To that extent the
prog.ram is being individualized. While the assumption thjt this meas-
ures individualization is not directly tested., it has face validity; and it
is 'indirectly tested latNby the extent to which- it predicts achievement.

Certain details of the present papers are'useful.in raising fort
lis some general issues concerning the use and interpretation of obser-
vational flata..0,nly a few cap be considered in the time available, so 1
shall f omment here on issues that seem to me to be of particular inter-
est. Wang's paperitincludes in its title, and in its opening paragraph,
reference Co formative evaluation--that is, the use of observational
techniqi2es for providing information to the developer necessary for
improvernent4of a program. Yet ate paper itself gives us no detailed
examples of how her data were usled in modifying the program studied..

1

A,It would be useful for such descriptions tote made available in the
future. Further, now that th self-scheduling program that she describes
hashas been 'shown to be a revona ly effective one in the classroom) per-
haps this suggests that the scriptive versus exploratory distinction
carkbe dropped and that one should begin to focus on the quality of inter-
action, regardless of the label given to the activity. Wang's study, in
other words, marks a'starting point in the study of an educational models
it is in that sense properly labeled "formative." I will be interested to
learn t e directions in which these investigations lead and to see docu-
ments , at least informally, the way in which observational research
and pr gram development mutually interact.
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In the Wang and Ro and Zimi les studies, ratings rather than

direct observations are sometimes used as a way of reducing complex

events to a measurable form. It is perhaps a ropriate to consider what

ratings are and are not useful for in observati nal work. Ratings are

useful, assuming inter-observer.reliability is adequate, when one has

dimensions already available and wants to know, in a rough way, whether

we are approximating our own goals. Thus, they are primarily a deVic

for "surnmative evaluation," i.e., for deciding to what degree imple

niented programs meet their goals. Rating,lare generally not so useful

when one is searching for important dimenions along which behavior

varies. They do not allow one to examine relatively "raw" data in search

of patterns: to formulate rather than !Jest hypotheses. Given the present

paucity of knowledge concerning cla,Ssroom processes, a case can be

made for relying as heavily as porisible on direct observation rather

than ratings, at least at the early stages of any particular set of investi-

gatiors.

Voss and Zimiles make no attempt at all to relate the classroom

process va.riables observed to the quality of learning as measured hide-

pendently of the observational effort. This raises for me the interesting

question of whether process in the classroom can be equated with learn-

ing outcome. What would happen if children from Ross and Zimiles's

traditional public school were suddenly placed in the Bank Street Follow

Through classroom') flow long would it take for them to behave like the

Follow Through children') And conversely, how long would it take for

the Follow Through children to behave like the traditional classroom

children, if their position were to be reversed. This question is impor-

tant because it suggests the possibility that the behavior of children may

be so heavily influenced by immediate environmental conditions as not

to reflect a stable individual pattern at all. Rather, what Rogs and
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Zimiles may be measuring,is the extent to which they and their colleagues
hive succeeded in creating the kind of environment they want to create.
This is an important step in the study of one's educational program, but
it is only a step. The next step necessary is to consider whether the
program, once created, does indeed have the effects one is seeking. I

do not mean to imply that programs should be judged solely on the basis
of whether they promote higher achievement scores in mathematics or
reading. What I do mean to imply is that some measurement of learning
effects that are independent of specific learning environments may need
to be sought. This implies a "next stage" of classroom observation, in
which individual children are observed in different environments and
over extended periods of time. In such a program of research, Ross
and Zimiles's work would be viewed as an important first step.

The richness of the data in these studies makes it difficult to do
justice in these brief remarks to the research reported. What is per-
haps Most important to note in conclusion is that this symposium and
the papers in it mark a turn toward a new interest in description and
analysis of tl--educational process. This is a "new look" in educational
research that, while tentative for the moment in the conclusions it per-
mits, is of potentially major significance for increasing our understanding
of and skill in improving the educational enterprise, The five studies
represented here, while varying in purpose and method, share a com-
mon concern,for describing how people -- children and teachers--actually
behae in school. This is a question about which we now have astonish-
ingly little information, having focuseil'our research over the past
several decades very heavily on academic outcomes. It is only by
including in our study of education descriptions of educational processes- -
as outcomes of interest in their own right or as mediators of more tra-
ditional-outcomesthat we can expect to make sense of the educational
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enterprise, to understand how, as well as whether, instructional pro-

grams work. This symposium represents a most welcome movement

in that direction.

-/'
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Description of the

Learning Research and Development Center's

Individualized Instructional Programs

by

Margaret C. Wang

p
learning Research and Development Center

University of Pittsburgh
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APPENDIX A

The 1,11DC Individualized Instructional Programs

The LRDC Individualized Instructional Programs include the Indivi-

dually Prescribed Instructional (IPI) Program for children of elementary

grades (grade one through six), and the Primary Education Project (PEP)

designed for children of early childhood age (age three through seven).

Both. IPI and PEP were developed to provide educational experiences

that are adaptive to the learning needs of the individual student. The

programs were designed with the basic assumptions that: (1) children

display a wide range of differences in their entering abilities and the ways

in which they learn and acquire competencies, and (2) to provide educa-

tional experiences that are adaptive to the individual differences means,

to provide learning situations (e, g., classroom organization, learning

materials, etc. I that can accommodate the needs of the individual student

and when needed, teach the prerequisite abilities demanded by the learning

situations (Glaser, 1972).

The I.RDC Individualized Instructional Programs are designed with

the following guidelines (Glaser, 19701: (11 the goals of learning are

specified in terms of observable student performance and the conditions

under which this performance is to be manifested, (2) the learner's

initial capabilities relevant to for coming instruction are assessed, (i)

educational alternatives suited to the student's initial capabilities are

presented to him; the student selects or is assigned one of these alter-

natives, (4) the student's performance is monitored and continuously

assessed as he learns, (5) instruction procSeds as a function of the

relationship between measures of student performance, available instruc-

tional alternatives, and criteria of competence, and (6) as instruction
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proceeds_ clota-are generated for monitoring and improving the instruc-
tional system.

Curriculum col/if:men) of the IPI program include the Individualized
Mathemati:s Curriculum (1.ind rail & Bolvin, 1967), the Individualized.

..---'
Scie.me Curriculum 11<lopfer. 1972). and the New Primary Grade Reading

System (Beck, 1972). Curriculum components for PEP include beginning

math, tlassification and communication sKills, perceptual skills and the.

exploratory learning skills (Resnick. Wang, & Rosner, 1973). However,

not all of the t omponents listed above are used in the 1.,12DC Follow

Through schools,.

eta Aspects of curriculum developed for each of the curricular com-

ponents include: the sicification of curriculum objectives, the sequencing

of the obiective,, the design of instructional and learning activities and

materials, the specification of teacher and student behaviors, and the

spec ifoat ion of procedures for diagnosing and monitoring student learning

',progress. Provision fur the diagnosing and monitoring of individual stu-

dent's learning progress is at the core of the individualized instructional
proerams. Prot edu:;.s and instruments (e.g., Cox, 1968; Wang, 1968)

for diagnosing and monitoring student learning has been designed to pro-
vide teachers with the information necessary for adapting the use of the

program components to the individual students, and to communicate, on

a substantive basis, with parents and others concerned with the learning

progress and the development of the student.

The implementation of the 1,i DC Individualized Instructional Pro-

grams in t lassroom settings, ideally requires two adults in each class,
a leather and an aide, The adults during the instructional period,

generally perform two basic roles, the "traveling" role and the "testing
and tutoring- role, Me traveling role requires the teacher to circulate
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among the students, helping with their learning tasks\and checking them

ufl as they arc completing and interacting in various w ys, generally quite.

brief. l'he testing and tutoring rule requires the teache to work inten-

sively with individuals or small groups of students for stick purposes as

administering diagnostic tests, tutoring individual students, eiving group

lessons or working with a group of students on a special learn ng project.

The roles described above are "idealized" descriptions; in prac ice, how-

ever, the two adults fluctuate from one role to the other as need arises,

There are two basit sets of teaul....r functions, both necessar. for

smooth and effective implementation of the 1.,1113C program in classro

settings, the management functions and the instructional functions. Th

management functions are concerned with the establishment of an effectiv

system (or classroom management, They include such functions as: the

provision of materials and equipment for the various components of the

program. their physical arrangement, display and storage, maintenance,

as well as demonstrating and explaining rules and the use of materials,

and praising or otherwise reinforcing students for appropriate self-

Two sets of teacher instructional functions have been identified:

the "dida(lic" and the "consultant" functions. The didactic instructional

tune Irons are related to the administering of tests associated with the

tomal curricula, prescribing learning tasks on a daily basis, checking

prose riptive activities and giving help on them as required. The teacher

and/or the aide, also assume, under the didactic instructional functions,

the responsibility to «indi;ct special tutoring sessions on certain specified

cur rit olom ob.iet tives, as well as large or small group lessons as dictated

the varioos ( ricola and by the needs of the students,
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The consultant functions are less highly structured, but like the
didactic functions, they are carried out in the course of both traveling
and testing and tutoring. These functions require the teacher and/or the
aide to focus on observation of students' learning processe's beyond what
is provided in the formal tests; use questioning and probing techniques
to stimulate development of self-reflective in problem-solving activities
on the part of the students: engage in planning with students, .helping
them decide what to do and how to do it; pose proolems for students to
work on and help them in planning and carrying out solutions; and engage
in games and other forms of play with the students.

No clear distinction can he made in pr tctice between management
and instructional functionsevery act contributes to both, Similarly,
the teacher should fulfill both didactic and consultant instructional roles.
Nevertheless, the distinctions are useful as a means of disc ribing the
range of functions that teachers must meet when implementing the 1.R DC
Individualized Instructional Programs. The distinctions between the two
functions also serve to characterize, in a general way. the teacher behav-
iors to be observed in an LRIIC classroom.

the role of the student under the I.RDC Individualized Ins rut tional
Program centers around the management of one's own activities in the
learning situations. In general, the student is expected to:
I. Work and complete certain tasks prescribed by the teacher Wuo nature

and the amount varies from student to student. and depands tm the
learning needs and the individual student characteristics).

2. Work and complete certain tasks at the student's own choice.
3. Make decisions about when to do what work (the range of the options

and the degree of control varies from age to age and (lass tot lass).
4. Take diagnostic tests when asked by the teacher.
5. Participate in tutoring sessions when asked by the teacher.
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h. Participate in group activities when required.

7.° Ask the teacher to check the work as one completes the assignments.

H. Ask for help (from the teacher and/or peers, when needed.

Assist others (initiates and/or when requested) for management as

well as for learning purposes.

10. Follow classroom management rules.

11, Locate learning materials and equipment independently.

12. Carry out material management responsibilities (e.g. , clean up,

return ectipment. etc. I.

11. Take turns and share activities and materials with others.

1.4. Interact with peers for personal as well as school related activities.

15. Tolerate disruption to the activities at hand for attending certain

group activities and/or certain testing or tutoring zessions.

16, Attend to the task at hand and ignore distraction from the different

activities being carried out by others at the same time.

17. Budget one's own work time to meet the time constraints established

for certain tasks.

The student roles listed above are behaviors required to function

effectively tinder the LRDC Individualized Instructional Programs. How

ever, the ability to carry out the roles are not assumed as part of the

entering behaviors of all students. Students are taught to acquire the

minimum level of competencies required to assume these self-managem

and independent learning roles.

6
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Used in

The Differgntiatecl Child Behavior Observational System (DCB)

J

Sylvia Ross and Herbert Zimiles
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r')CB Form

Bank Street Follow through OCR (Group) (5/1/71) No, of Children
No. of Adults

Date Community -- School leacher '

Time from to Activity No. of Children Adult Role

GIVES INFORMATION RE
ASKS QUESTIONS RE

Identity, Situation
Identity, Situation

Prediction, Plan
Prediction, Plan -

Function, Process, Directions
Function, Process, Directions

Differentiating Properties
Differentiating Properties

Relationships
-elationships

Category, Class
Category, Class

Casual Reasoning, Problem Solving
Casual Reasoning, Problem Solving'

EXPRESSES
BEHAVES AGGRESSIVELY

Routine Need
4.f_yh

..

sical Initiates

Physical Defense
Preference Desire

Feelings, Attitudes
Verbal . Inititates

Needeso Task
Verbal Defense

Needs Social /Physical
. Takes Others Belongings

Affection, Warmth, Humor
Abuses Material - Equipment .

Concern for Others, etc.
,

Destroys Another's Work

Lack of Concern for Others, etc.
Coallenges Established Classcoom Limits

SHOWS AUTONOMY'
COMMUNICATES VIA SYAIOLIC
PPLAY AND REPRESENTATION

Records Choir a of Task Directs Group (Dramatic Play, etc.)
/

Initiate,s, T... B*

Irtii.Atter.....2tional Focus
Projects Fantasy

Makes Descriptive Comparison
Seeks Answers (in Book, etc.)

Selects Materials, etc.

Narrares.Story, Sings Song, etc,

Tells Original Story, Plays with Words,

SoundsReplaces Materials, etc.

Straightens Up Work Area
-

Shares Reading Exponents (Reads
Aloud or Shares Rictures)

/ -'Resolves Conflict

Enacts Transitional Move

situation - appropriate, no adult intervention
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Bank Street Follow Through

CHILD BEHAVIOR SCANNING FORM'

Community.

Grade:

Teacher_

Observer

Date
Time: To-
ConContext

Children 1 2 3 4 5 13 7 9 9110 11 12 13E016 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26:28 29 30

1. nit n.Verbal B

1.1 Inv Nil

orpp II I
11

I lel%I
MEI

MI 111lain
Ill ,

12 Sel

1.3 Or9

NI1.4 Ret

1 5 NOF

1 I Mill mi.. N. 1111.6 6oc MOM UIIUIII1.7 Ab . IIIIII
111 II 11

2. Verbal 8
2 1 III II

II 111 mom
MI ME 111

a
1ax2 2 0 On11111111111

2.3 RO p 1 1 111 NMI 1.
Il

2.4 Read

25 VA

List all Activities:

to be used with DCB form.

---
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CHILD BEHAVIOR SCANNING FORM (to he used with DCB)

: Directions and Categories

Directions: A separate entry is to be made for each child in the classroom with the

entire group represented on e6ch scanning form.

Start with the child nearest the door then continue in a counterclockwise

direction until the entire group has been scored.

Calegancs.

Look at each child long enough to categorize his behavior. It should take

from two to five minutes to score the entire group.

1. Non-Verbal Behavior

1.1 INV , Involved: task oriented

1.2 SEL Selects materials, equipment, etc.'

1.3 ORG Organizes, i.e., arranging materials, furniture, etc; directing others

in relation to position in physical setting.

1.4 RET Returns or replaces materials, etc.

1.6 NOF No observable focus, e.g., daydreaming, withdrawn.

1,6 SOC Social interaction (non taskoriented).

1 7 AB Abuses materials, equipment, etc; destroys another's work; physically

abuses another.

2. Verbal Behavior

2 1 C X Comments, explains

2 2 0 Questions

23 RO Responds to questions

2.4 READS Reads aloud
2.5 VA Verbally aggressive. i.e. treaters another

Codes. BOY . B (alone), 0(with or to adult); (with or to another child)

GIRL : G (alone). I (with or to Ault); AS (with or to another child)

Context Describe period in general, e.g DisLussion, work period

Subieri Area. After completing observation list each activity noted.

:
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Community Teacher

Observer Date

BEST COPY AMIABLE

c
SUMMARY SCALE: CHILD pEHAVIOR (to be used with DCBGroup)

Items to be rated on scale of 1 Ilowest rating) to 4 (highest): Circle Number

1 Extent to which children participate with interest and enthusiasm.

1 2 3 4

2. Extent to which children show ability to sustain aitentional
focus and remain involved in activities.

1 2 3 4

3 Extent to which children remain at tasks until completed. .

1 2 3 4

4 Extent to which actingout disruptive behavior is evidenced.

1 2 3 4

5 Extent to which withdrawn, unrelated behavior is evidenced.

1 2 3 4
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Bank Street College of Education

610 West 112th Street
New York, New York 10025

DCB OBSERVERS

Interview with Classroom Team

Observer' I've enjoyed visiting this classroom very much and would like to ask you a few questions:

1. Did you do anything special today?

2. In general, was this a typical days?

If not how was it different?

3. Did the children behave pretty much as they usually do?

If not, specify:

4. Did each of the children who were observed individually behave as he/she usually does?

If not, specify:
Name of child: Comments:

Name of child: Comments:

Community
School Teacher

Observer
Date
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Instructions for Questions 6 and 7

Conditions for filling out 6a, 6b, and 6c: (1) The questionnaire

should be filled out during the morning math (IPI or PEP) period, at least

five minutes after the children have started their assignments. (2) At

least two-thirds of the enrolled children should be present in the room?

(3) The recording should not be started if, three or more children have

already started working in the exploratory area (urless exploratory is

always conducted simultaneously with prescription work).

6a. Draw a quick map of the classroom. Divide the exploratory

from the, prescription and give a general idea in the preserip:1

tion area of desks or tables, library, shelves, easels, win-

dows, blackboards, audio equipment, TV, and where children

are sitting. Also show in a second 'color the way you divided

the room. Then for three minutes, trace the walking path of

the teacher with a solid line.

Indicate the verbal contacts (when he/she is not physically
present) with a dotted line. If the teacher has traveled rapidl

around the room so that your diagram starts to get messy

after two minutes, stop and note on the side thq you only

recorded for two minutes. See example below.

ALLOCATION OF SPACE

6a) Draw a map of the CIMSMOT. Draw a pattern of the teacher's contacts for 3 minutes

using solid tine to indicate the teacher went to the child. and dotted line to indicate

teacher contacted child verbally without going to him, in another color lightly outline

the spaces observed in 61)

Include Exploratory Area. Prescription Area, Desks or Tables. Shelves, Easels, Wirdows

Black Boards, Audio Equipment, TV, ApproxiMate location of children.
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6b. Using the form provided, mentally divide the classroom into
six areas using the most natural division possible. That is,
divide the room by the way the children and desks are located
rather than by equal spaces. Record in each cell whether that
cell is a prescription area (P) or exploratory area (E) or both
(PE). At he beginning of a ten-minute observation, count how
many children are in each cell and record that number in the
second upper left hand cell of each of six blocks. Count again
at the end of the observation time and record the number be-
side the first. Children will move around during the 10 min-.
utes of recording: however, the average number per cell
should remain relatively consistent. A contact is considered
any verbal or physical statement or touch made by the teacher
to one or more specific students; it includes general class
statements such as: "We are all working well today," or "it's
getting a little noisy," etc. Everytime a teacher makes a con-
tact. code it in the block to which the contact was directed,
i. e. , if the teacher is standing in the upper right-hand corner
of the room and speaks to a child in the middle left block of

4 the room, record the contacts in the latter block, not the
' former. The exception is general contacts; they are recorded

in the cell where the teacher stands. The verbal behavior of
the teacher should be recorded for 15 consecutive minutes- -
starting at least five minutes after the children have started
math work.

(,e. If the teacher is traveling with her aide, use the same way of
dividing the room and record the aide's travel for the next
10 minutes in the same way you did for the teacher in 6b; if
not. continue with the teacher. (See example below for
questions 6b and 6c.)

..
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61) & ii Types Of teacher contacts tor 10 rn notes MC X

Is teacher traveling alone ' ,ur with .,de

Number of adults travelmy Time observation

started

The Codes are:

M Management- -A management comment is differentiated from a cog

nitive one in that it is not subject matter oriented and deals with th

overall behavior of the child in the classroom, such as raising or
folding hands, sitting at desk, getting box or ticket, etc. In addi-

, tion, there are management behaviors which relate to the perform

ance of a cognitive task such as getting the materials out, turning
to page X, writing the answer on the dotted line, etc. Comments
which deal with these types of behavior's are often accompanied by

additional or further comments which are cognitive an are coded

as such (see example below).

C Cognitive-- This is a contact which deals direletly with the subject

matter content, or the acquisition of subject rl-tatty such as sound-
ing out words or counting out chips.

Positive verbal praise--Usually this includes an adjective such as

good, wonderful, etc., but not necessarily, but obvious tone of voi

changes which are positive can be coded as such. Positives can b

used in combination with management, cognitive, or both together.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Negative or punishing commentUsually this includes a commandto stop something or shouting or speaking with raised voice; can beused alone when the 'behavior is not identified in'the statement (seeexample) or with management, cognitive, or combination statements.

0 The entire contact was student initiated (by a raised hand or formalstudent-teacher signal). This does not include eye contact or behav-ioral initiation such as misbehavior, but it does include arm tappingand skirt pulling. i.e.. clear student initiation by physical signalor contact.

X For uncodeabe or unheard statements, try to use only rarely.
yi Teacher says nothingand checks off work.

4MC A p2sitie statement which has both manasement and cognitiveovertones. such as -Great. you read all the pages assigned."

MC A neutral statement which deals with both manament and cogni-tive behav iors. such as "You've begun reading; next, work with thecassettes. ti

-MC Anoverallneg.11,ve interaction on either the management or thecosnitive aspect of the Interactiontheoretically a mixed contact,such as -M C or ,C -M. is possible, but I have never observed
one.

In general, a contact is negative when the teacher tells a student tostop behaving in one way or another, neutral if behavior is requested,and positive if a behavior already done is praised. The decision asto whether or not the behavior is identified 'n the statement and, ifso, whether it refers to cognitive or management behaviors.

7, On your observation sheet ob, you will see four X's. Thelocation of the X's is the location of the child you will inter-view. That is. if an X appears in the upper right hand cornerof the third cell, find the child who is in the upper right handcorner of that cell in the class. Circle the sex of the child
on the form and go and request to speak to him or her; r theyrefuse, record it as such and go to the next X.0
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You should interview two girls and two boys. That means,

if your first two children aro girls, then the next two should

be boys closest to the X, etc. You should record the chil-

dren's responses in list form--not comple' - sentences-. and

only ask the additional questions if the chilc 'oes not cover

those areas by him/herself. (See below for example of

child interview questions.)

Child Interview (2 boys and 2 girls

randomly selected) 11

7 What do you do during PEP or IN math 7

How do you get your assignment 7

How do you know what to do ?

Do you ever write your own prescription

What happens when you finish all of your

work on your prescription sheet 7
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A PPENDIX D

SIMS Form and Definitions

used in the study,

The Use of Observational Data for Formative
Eva Illation of an Inhtruct tonal Model

by

Margaret C. Wang

Learning Research and Development Center
University of Pittsburgh
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Student Behavior Observation Schedule ISBOS)

Variables

1. Aepvity_types
Prescriptive.

b....htpl grapey ,
c. No activity

2 Set tuv
a. Group interactive
b. Group parallel
c. Individual
d No activity

3 Activity outcome
a Complete activity.
It Leaves task (incomplete)

4 Manner in which activities are initiated:

a Assigned
b _Invitation by another student,

initiated
d. Not sure

5 Manner in which activities are carried out

a. Aimless
b. Inattentive
c. Purposeful
d Waiting

6. Interactions with teacher

Type
a. Student inatated

b. leacher initiated
c Verbal
d Non verbal
Purpose

a. Management
b I fist rocifortal

c. Personal
d Cannot determine

7 Interaction with students

Type
a Student initiated
b Initiated by another student

C Verhai
d Non vethat
PurpOS
d Sharing Ideas, Idatk.rtal and activities

b Disagreement
Convel%dt.on

d Seek mini mate in ni he'.)

d Acsist others

I Cannot doter !limp

Time Intervals

1 2 3 4

1

I ;t'i

_

-L.
b

_ _

d

_ _

A

b

d.

2

c

3 4
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Definition of Variables Included in the SBOS

1. Activity types

Prescriptiveactivities assigned by the teacher. These include
tasks listed in students' prescription tickets, as well as on-the-
spot assignments made by the teacher. Prescriptive activities
are generally prescribed to teach specific skills, based on diag-
nbstic tests of the LRDC individualized curricula.

b. Exploratoryactivities included in the exploratory component of
the program. They generally include activities in creative arts,
block construction activities, and extended activities that are
related to such subject matters as science, math, reading, and
prereading.

2. Settir_al

a. Group interactiveengaging in an activity, among two or more
students, sharing a common goal(s) and/or idea(s).

b. Group parallolengaging in an activity among two or more stu-
dents, without sharing a common goal(s) and/or idea(s). A paral-
lel group refers to location. For example, in block construction
two students may be sharing blocks and sitting next to each other,
1,ut they are building different structures.

c. Individual - - student works alone,

d. No activity--student is neither working on individual prescrip-
tiKe exploratory, nor group activity. Behavior such as clean
up, waiting to be dismissed, going to lavatory, are considered
under the "no activity" category.

3. Activity outcome

a. Completed activity--(1) prescribed activity is recorded as com-
pleted when student actually puts the task he finished back on the
shelf, and checked off by the teacher; (2) an exploratory activity
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is recorded as eomplett J when the student has completed the
activity and when the teacher has checked off the activity on the

exploratory ticket.

b. Leaves task (incomplete)--a student is recorded as having left -

the task incomplete when he leaves his prescriptive or explora-

tory, or group activity for more than an observation interval,
or engages in a different activity before completing the task at

hand.

4. Manner in which activities are initiated

a. Assignedan activity is recorded as assigned to the student if
the teacher directed him to do it.

b. Invitation by others--an activity is recorded as an invitation by

others if the activity was suggested by another student or te4.che

c. Self-initiatedan activity is recorded as self-initiated if the
es,

student chose to do it nn his own.

d. Not sure- -an activity is recorded as "not sure" when the obsery

did not catch the manner in which the activity was initiated.

5. Manner in which activities are carried out

a. Aimless (wandering around without any activity)--a student's
behavior is recorded as aimless if the student wanders around

in the classroom not sure of what he wants to do or what he

should be doing.

b. Unattentive (wonder, watching, wl)ile engaged in activity)--a
student's behavior is recorded as unattentive if he stares into

space. interacts with other students (verbal or nonverbal) on

matters not related to the task at hand.

1..1c. Purposeful - -a student's behavior is recorded as purposeful if---he is paying attention to what he should be doing.
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d. Waiting--a student's behavior is recorded as waiting if he is
sitting or standing with his hand raised for the purpose of getting
the'teacter's attention to check off his assignment, or ask ques-
tions, peek help, etc.

Interactio - with teacher

a. Type:

(I) Student initiated - -an interaction is recorded as student
initiated if the student began the interaction either by
speaking first or raising his hand.

(2) Teacher initiatedan interaction is recorded as teacher
initiated if the teacher began the interaction. 4,

(3) Verbalan interaction is recorded as verbal if the student
initiated or responded by speaking.

(4) Nonverbal--an interactic:-. is recorded as nonverbal if the
student responded or initiated physically such as nodding
his head, laughing, or fighting without verbalizing.

b.iP Purpose:

(I) Management--an interaction is recorded as management if
the purpose of the interaction dealt with noninstructional
aspects, interactions not related to "academic" learning,
such as asking and answering routine clasVoom manage-
ment questions are recorded under this category.

(2) Instructional - -an interaction is recorded as instructional if
the purpose of the interaction is related to either prescrip-
tive or exploratory activities. Interactions such as checking
work, asking questions about student's learning task, tutor-
ing, demonstrating, testing, and explaining are recorded
under this category.

(3) Personal--an interaction is recorded as personal if it is
related to personal matters (e.g., How do you feel today?
Is your brother still in the hospital') What a pretty dress!).

I 5 c(
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7. Interactions with peers

a.

(I) Student initiated--an interaction is recorded as sttident ini-
tiated if the student under observation began the interaction

(2) Initiated by another studentan interaction is recorded as
response to other student if the student under observation
enters into an interaction which another student initiated.

(3) Verbal--an interaction is recorded as verbal if the student
under observation responded orinitiated By speaking.

(4) Nonverbal--an interaction is recorded as nonverbal if the
student under observation responded or initiated physically
such as by pushing other students, fighting, smiling, laugh
ing, etc.

b. Purpose;

(1) Sharing--an interaction is recorded under sharing when the
interaction involves sharing ideas, materials, activities,
etc.

. (2) Disagrees--an interaction is recorded as disagrees when
the student under observation is either arguing or fighting
with another student.

(3) Conversationan interaction is recorded as conversation
when the student under observation is talking to another
student about personal matters not related to school wor

(4) Seek informationan interaction is recorded under seek
,information when the student asks other students to provide
information on task related or nontask related matters.

(5) Assist others--an interaction is recorded as assist ng
others when the student under observation offers a other
student help or advice on managermnt,or instructs nal-
learning matters.
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xl N1

N2

Distance N3

Coverw'

Other

Explanation

Distance Covered This is an activity score and is an estimate of the total distance covered by the

child during the 30 seconds he is observed.

A PPENDIX

Criteria for Observations

Dist. Verb. Agg. Init, Int. Comments

:

The child being observed

Nt, N2. N3

Distance

Verb

Inca

I t

These are the three nearest neighbors, spatially, to X. They may or may not

be interacting.

This is the distance which each is from X. This will be recorded as:

I 1/3m I C actual contact with X.

( lm I T within touching distance if both N. and X raised their arms,

but not touching

1 -2m I S normal speaking distance,

I an,) Y yelling distance.

A check is put here if X or Nis talking daring the observation period. If

direction of communication can
he determined, an arrow is inserted in the box,

e g., means X talks to N = means both are talking to each other.

A check here means that an obvious physical aggressive encourter took place,

e g hitting, punching, pulling down If the fighting is one-sided, an arrow

indicates the attacker

A check he indicates imitative behavior, e.g., two or more engaged in the

same kind of action at the same time

Physical interaction is occurring between X and N, but it is not aggressive

or Imitative Games are included in this category Describe under comments.

these lines are for comments about the gestures, imitative actions, etc.

Interartions will be briefly described here. More detailed comments will

permit later hypotheses generation.

I


